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Overview
• ESCC Roadmap
• Changes in NERC CIP Program
• CIPC Guideline Work
• Recent CIP-Related NERC Advisories
• CIP Standards







ESCC Roadmap
• ESCC’s plan to address HILF risks


– Includes CIP Coordinated Action Plan
• CIPC has the lead role in two elements of 


the Coordinated Cyber Attack scenario
– Assessment of current capabilities
– Isolate critical cyber systems


• CIPC will be assessing existing standards 
and updating/developing guidelines in 
support of these efforts







CIP Changes at NERC
• Mark Weatherford chosen as new NERC 


Chief Security Officer (CSO)
– Comes from outside the electric industry


• Numerous changes in the works
– Will be reviewing ES-ISAC operation
– “Reliability through Security” a part of “Culture 


of Reliability Excellence”
– Expressed desire to separate CIP compliance 


from rest of CIP Program to encourage open 
dialogue with industry







CIPC Guideline Work
• Business Continuity Guideline Task Force
• Protecting Sensitive Information Guideline 


Task Force
• Substation Guideline Task Force
• Control System Security Working Group 


(CSSWG)
– Cyber Security Guidelines
– Coordinated Action Plan work


• None are “guidelines in support of 
standards”







Recent CIP-Related Advisories
• NERC recently issued two CIP-related 


alerts through its FERC-approved process
– Stuxnet malware advisory
– Aurora vulnerability advisory


• While issued at the “Recommendation to 
Industry” level, both have mandatory 
responses in the form of surveys
– Surveys seek to determine level of industry 


response and mitigation of vulnerability







Stuxnet
• Stuxnet worm was originally identified in 


2009, but was determined earlier this year 
to specifically target Siemens control 
systems
– Authors had a great deal of inside knowledge 


of Siemens systems and equipment
• There is concern that subsequent versions 


may target other systems
– Excellent delivery system for other payloads







Stuxnet (cont.)
• NERC survey questions:


– Have all control systems been scanned?
– Were infections identified?
– Have ALL unnecessary ports and devices been 


identified and disabled?
– Have ALL unnecessary network shares been 


disconnected? 
– Does organization have a policy on use of 


removable media (e.g. USB sticks)?
• Responses were due to NERC by October 


15th







Aurora
• Originally demonstrated in 2007 by DHS
• Industry received advisory in June 2007


– However, few engineering details provided
• Has been subject of much discussion at 


FERC and in Congress
• Technical details were not made available 


to the industry until early 2010
– Difficult to understand and address issues 


without information







Aurora(cont.)
• NERC survey questions:


– Does your organization fully understand 
AURORA, especially given the new information?


– Has your organization assembled an AURORA 
project team?


– What is your plan to respond to customer 
inquiries regarding AURORA?


– Have you taken steps to mitigate the risk of an 
AURORA event or attack, as both a consumer 
and provider of electric power?


– Is your project plan for mitigation complete?
– Are your mitigation efforts complete?


• Responses are due to NERC by 12/13 







CIP Standards
• Version 4 revisions to CIP Standards are 


out for initial ballot until November 3rd


• Major change in identification of Critical 
Assets
– Removes risk-based methodology
– Adds “bright line” criteria for identification


• Removes exemption for nuclear plants
• SDT will be responding to a mountain of 


comments before next ballot







Questions?
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NERC	Critical	Infrastructure	Protection	Committee	(CIPC)	
Report	to	Southwest	Power	Pool	Regional	Entity	Trustees	
Submitted	by	Robert	McClanahan,	Chair,	SPP	Critical	Infrastructure	Protection	WG	
October	18,	2010	


 The Electric Sub‐Sector Coordinating Council (ESCC) continues work on its Critical Infrastructure 


Strategic Roadmap (attached below). This roadmap provides a framework via which to identify and 


address risks that could significantly impact the supply of electricity to the nation. The document will 


be used to communicate industry critical infrastructure protection (CIP) efforts to the Energy 


Sector’s Government Coordinating Council (GCC). 


 The leadership of the NERC Technical Committees (Operating Committee, Planning Committee and 


Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee) is developing a report entitled Critical Infrastructure 


Strategic Initiatives Coordinated Action Plan. This plan addresses a number of issues and risks raised 


in the joint NERC/DOE High‐Impact, Low‐Frequency Report issued earlier this year. The Technical 


Committees will be establishing working groups and task forces to complete the actions defined in 


the plan. 


 NERC has issued alerts on both the Stuxnet virus and the Aurora vulnerability. Both alerts provide 


information about the vulnerability, as well as requiring Registered Entities to respond to a survey. 


These surveys ask questions related to specific actions taken to address the vulnerability and 


mitigation plans for situations where specific recommendations cannot be acted upon immediately. 


The response for the Stuxnet advisory was due to NERC on October 15th, while the Aurora response 


is due by December 13th. 


 The proposed changes to the CIP Standards continue to keep the industry energized. The CIP 


Standards Drafting Team continues to meet every other week, either face‐to‐face or via 


teleconference. Philip Huff of Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation is Vice Chair of the SDT. Joe 


Doetzel of KCP&L is also a member of the group. 


 The NERC CIPC held its quarterly meeting in Denver, CO on September 15‐16, 2010. The agenda for 


this meeting can be found at http://www.nerc.com/docs/cip/CIPC_Agenda_15Sep10.pdf.  


o Mark Weather ford, NERC’s new Chief Security Officer, shared his vision for the Critical 


Infrastructure Protection Program at NERC. He will be stressing “reliability through security”. 


o Stuart Brindley, NERC Contractor and former CIPC Chair, presented the Critical Infrastructure 


Strategic Roadmap and the Critical Infrastructure Strategic Initiatives Coordinated Action Plan. 


CIPC approved a resolution to allow CIPC leadership to work with leadership from OC and PC to 


refine the Coordinated Action Plan for presentation to the NERC Board in November. 


o CIPC elected two Executive Committee members to replace members who had recently retired 


or resigned. 


 CIPC continues work to revisit and update its Security Guidelines for the industry. These guidelines 


are not guidelines in support of standards, but are intended to provide general guidance and best 


practices on security‐related matters. The following groups are working on this endeavor: 


o Business Continuity Guideline Task Force – will be updating the Continuity of Business Practices 


guideline. 
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o Control System Security Working Group (CSSWG) – will be reviewing nine existing guidelines 


that address cyber security, with the intent of consolidating these into a concise cyber security 


reference document for the industry. In addition, the CSSWG will be taking on some additional 


work from the Coordinated Action Plan. 


o Protecting Sensitive Information Guideline Task Force – will be developing a new guideline to 


assist the industry in securing sensitive information. 


o Substation Guideline Task Force – will be updating the Physical Security – Substations guideline. 


This Task Force is chaired by Allen Klassen of Westar Energy. John Breckenridge of KCP&L is also 


participating on this task force. 


 The next CIPC meeting is scheduled for December 8‐9, 2010 in Tampa, FL. 


o A classified briefing for CIPC is Members and Alternates is being planned in conjunction with this 


meeting. 


o There will be an election at this meeting to fill the Vice Chair position left vacant by my 


resignation from that post at the September meeting. 
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IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  
  
North America’s electric power grids are not immune to severe disruptions that could threaten 
the health, safety, security, or economic well-being of its citizens. The North American Electric 
Reliability Corporation (NERC) and the electricity industry are committed to protect the 
electricity infrastructure and enhance its resilience in an effort to manage risks, whether natural 
or man-made. 
 
This Critical Infrastructure Strategic Roadmap (Roadmap), prepared by NERC’s Electricity Sub-
Sector Coordinating Council (ESCC), provides the framework to identify those risks that have 
the potential to seriously disrupt the supply of electricity to customers, and promotes the actions 
necessary to enhance reliability and resilience. Particular attention is paid to severe-impact risks 
with the potential to impact large portions of the grid, or disrupt service for an extended period of 
time. Some of these risks have a low probability of occurring, or have not ever occurred. The 
most challenging are some of those related to physical and cyber security that are relatively new 
to the sub-sector, are not completely understood even by experts in the field, and continue to 
evolve.  
 
Fortunately, managing complex risks is not new to the electricity industry. This Roadmap builds 
on century-long experience and takes an integrated approach that builds on the electricity 
industry’s capabilities to plan and operate North America’s electricity system—one of the most 
reliable in the world.
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EExxeeccuuttiivvee  SSuummmmaarryy  
  
The role of NERC’s Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council is to “foster and facilitate the 
coordination of sector-wide policy-related activities and initiatives to improve the reliability and 
resilience of the electricity sector, including physical and cyber security infrastructure.” 
 
To help carry out that role, the ESCC has developed this Critical Infrastructure Strategic 
Roadmap (Roadmap) to recommend to NERC’s Board of Trustees that NERC’s Technical 
Committees and the industry place renewed emphasis on certain severe-impact risks to electricity 
system reliability. 
 
In particular, the ESCC has identified three risks that merit increased attention by NERC and the 
electricity sub-sector. Each of these has the potential to severely impact large portions of the bulk 
power system, or disrupt electricity service for an extended period of time. 
 


 Coordinated physical attack on significant electricity system equipment 


 Coordinated cyber attack on control systems needed to manage reliability 


 Severe geomagnetic disturbance 
 
The ESCC acknowledges that significant cost and effort will be required to properly understand 
these risks and develop realistic and effective solutions, and has therefore prioritized initiatives 
that would deliver the greatest benefit to reliability as soon as possible. The ESCC encourages 
NERC’s Technical Committees to join forces to develop work plans to assess the risks in more 
detail, consider alternative approaches, and recommend solutions for industry implementation. 
 
The ESCC is committed to enhance our collaboration with government on these matters and, in 
coordination with the Board of Trustees, will monitor progress of the Technical Committees and 
provide additional guidance as necessary.  
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VViissiioonn  aanndd  GGooaallss  
  
Critical infrastructures are facing increasing and unknown risks. The U.S. and Canadian 
governments have established programs to work collaboratively with all critical infrastructure 
sectors to address risks that could have widespread regional, national, or international 
consequences. The electricity sub-sector does not stand alone. 
 
In the spirit of these national initiatives, this Roadmap reflects the perspective of the electricity 
sub-sector as envisioned by the charter of the Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council. It is 
intended to reflect the interests of all electricity stakeholders, beyond that of NERC in its role as 
the electricity reliability organization. The focus of these efforts is to address severe-impact risks 
on the bulk power system. This includes risks affecting distribution systems that could, in 
aggregate, severely impact the bulk power system. While local distribution is also important, the 
ESCC feels that these risks are best dealt with at the state/provincial or local level with 
individual entities.  
 
The bibliography appended to this Roadmap provides a number of references to government and 
electricity industry publications that together provide the broader context for this Roadmap. 
 
Building on Existing Capabilities 
 
It is not possible to completely protect the electricity system. While the bulk power system is 
designed with redundancy to manage planned equipment outages, and the resilience to withstand 
certain un-planned disruptions, it is not on a scale that would be sufficient to face the severe-
impact risks described in this Roadmap. To attempt to do so would have enormous societal, 
environmental, and economic impacts and take years, if not decades, to study, design, seek 
approvals, and build. Customers would face cost increases on a magnitude never before seen. 
 
This Roadmap provides an approach that builds on the ability of NERC and the industry to 
reliably plan and operate the bulk power system; a system that is designed and operated to absorb 
failures, avoid cascading events that would cause large-scale disruptions, and recover rapidly. 
The industry has arrangements in place to provide mutual support when local capabilities are 
exceeded—a continent-wide capability activated, for example, in the wake of major storms and 
hurricanes. Forward-looking reliability and adequacy assessments provide an industry-wide 
projection of how the electricity system is evolving and will affect future reliability. 
Comprehensive reviews of system disturbances and abnormal events are published in an effort to 
prevent similar events from occurring in the future. And to support the continuous millisecond 
operation of the bulk power system by individual entities, NERC facilitates communication 
among reliability coordinators, notifies the industry when significant events occur, and 
coordinates with industry and government officials. Working together, the electricity sub-sector 
can build on this capability to address severe-impact risks. 
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Vision 
 
In 2007, the NERC Board of Trustees endorsed the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Sector-
Specific Plan that provides the framework for collaboration between government and the energy 
sector to mitigate risk by reducing vulnerabilities, deterring threats, minimizing adverse 
consequences, and enhancing recovery. This Roadmap supports the Sector-Specific Plan’s vision 
and goals and demonstrates the electricity sub-sector’s commitment to support this public-private 
partnership. 
 
Vision Statement 
The Electricity Sub-Sector envisions a robust, resilient electricity infrastructure in which 
continuity of business and services are maintained through secure and reliable information 
sharing, effective risk management programs, coordinated response capabilities, and trusted 
relationships between sub-sector entities and government. 
 
Goals 
 
Information Sharing and Communication 


Goal 1: Enhance situational awareness within the electricity sub-sector and with 
government through robust, timely, reliable, and secure information exchange. 


 
Physical and Cyber Security 


Goal 2: Use sound risk management principles to enhance physical and cyber measures 
that improve preparedness, security, and resilience. 


 
Coordination and Planning 


Goal 3: Conduct comprehensive emergency, disaster, and business continuity planning. 
Conduct training and large-scale exercises involving electricity industry and 
government entities to enhance reliability and coordinated emergency response. 


 
Goal 4: Clearly define critical infrastructure protection roles and responsibilities. 
 
Goal 5: Enhance understanding of key interdependencies and collaborate with other 


critical infrastructure sectors to address them, and incorporate that knowledge in 
planning and operations. 


 
Public and Regulatory Confidence 


Goal 6: Strengthen public and government regulatory agency confidence in the sub-
sector’s ability to manage risk and implement effective security, reliability and 
recovery efforts.
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TThhee  RRiisskk  LLaannddssccaappee  
  
The challenges to adequately protect the electricity system are many. The electricity 
infrastructure is spread geographically across the continent, in densely populated urban areas as 
well as lightly populated rural areas. Generating stations, substations, and the transmission and 
distribution lines that connect them are a familiar and accessible part of our surroundings. While 
it is not possible to protect everything with absolute assurance, this Roadmap guides the 
electricity sub-sector toward solutions that address these risks in a responsible, realistic, and 
effective manner. 
 
NERC supports an all-hazards, all-threats approach to risk management consistent with industry 
practices commonly used across the sub-sector. These threats and hazards can be grouped into 
three categories; natural, human-caused, and technological. The electricity sub-sector 
consistently demonstrates the ability to successfully manage many of these risks through 
effective business continuity planning and reliable operations, even during emergency situations. 
 
However, certain severe-impact risks are more challenging to fully understand and address for a 
number of reasons, including. 


 Little information is available regarding the specific nature of the risk, making it difficult 
to decide which preventive or mitigating actions are necessary or appropriate. 


 The likelihood of occurrence is extremely low or may never have occurred, and is 
therefore unknown. 


 The costs and resources required to comprehensively address the risk may be enormous. 


 The events being prepared for may never occur. 


 Risks related to national security are considered to be the responsibility of government. 


 
As a result, there is limited agreement across the sub-sector regarding the extent to which these 
more severe-impact risks need to be addressed, let alone how they should be addressed. The 
following table provides the ESCC’s assessment of the risks facing the electricity sub-sector, and 
highlights those requiring urgent additional attention.  
 


 “Plans typically in place” means that entities generally have the ability to manage the 
risk depending on local needs, and have demonstrated this ability through drills, 
exercises, or real events. 


 “Requires further assessment” means that limited information is available to entities 
regarding the relative urgency of the risk, or the risk may be considered to be beyond the 
responsibility of individual entities. 


 “Requires additional action” means that while individual entities may have the ability 
to manage certain aspects of the risk, there is a need to consider the risk more fully, take 
the necessary actions to improve this ability, and ensure coordination with other entities, 
for example through drills and exercises. 
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Table 1: Risk Landscape 


 


Risk Area Opportunities for Improvement 


Naturally Occurring Hazards 


 Geological (e.g. earthquake) Plans typically in place 


 Meteorological  


o Severe storm Plans typically in place 


o Extreme water flows (drought, flood) Plans typically in place 


o Extreme temperature Plans typically in place 


o Geomagnetic disturbance (GMD), solar magnetic 
disturbance (SMD) 


Requires additional action 


 Biological disease (e.g. pandemic) Plans typically in place 


Human-Caused (Unintentional) Hazards 


 Hazardous material spill or release Plans typically in place 


 Explosion, fire Plans typically in place 


 Interdependency  (e.g. fuel shortage, 
telecommunications service disruption) 


Plans typically in place 


 Human operational error Plans typically in place 


Human-caused (Intentional) Hazards:  


 Local criminal activity or sabotage Plans typically in place 


 Civil disturbance, riot Plans typically in place 


 Strike or labor dispute Plans typically in place 


 Terrorism Requires additional action 


 Physical attack Requires additional action 


 Electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) Requires further assessment 


 Cyber security breach, coordinated cyber attack Requires additional action 


 Equipment failure Plans typically in place 


 Local information/control system failure Plans typically in place 


 Local telecommunications system failure Plans typically in place 
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The Electricity Sub-Sector’s Risk Priorities 
 
The ESCC recommends to the NERC Board of Trustees that the electricity sub-sector place 
renewed emphasis on managing the severe-impact risks highlighted in Table 1: Risk Landscape 
that require additional action. 
 
These risks were examined in the High Impact Low Frequency Risk Workshop sponsored by 
NERC and the U.S. Department of Energy in November 2009. While each of these risks appear 
to be unique, they can be grouped into a few discrete scenarios that will facilitate developing 
solutions that can be more readily applied under a variety of circumstances. Solutions that also 
serve to enhance reliability under normal circumstances would be highly desirable while those 
with limited application under very narrow circumstances would be less desirable. 
 
The ESCC recognizes that the electricity sub-sector is highly diverse, and not all solutions will 
be applicable to all entities. As with all risk management decisions, entities will need to balance 
expected outcomes against costs, recognizing that all costs are ultimately borne by the customer. 
 
Scenario 1: Physical Attack on Significant Electricity System Equipment 
A coordinated physical attack on key nodes of the bulk power system critically disables difficult 
to replace equipment in multiple generating stations or substations and could have a significant 
affect on the remainder of the system. A prolonged period of time is required to fully restore the 
bulk power system to normal operation. 
 
Scenario 2: Coordinated Cyber Attack 
A coordinated disruption disables or impairs the integrity of multiple control systems, or 
intruders take operating control of portions of the bulk power system such that generation or 
transmission equipment is damaged or mis-operated. 
 
Scenario 3: Geomagnetic Disturbance 
A severe geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) damages difficult to replace generating station and 
substation equipment, and causes a cascading affect on the remainder of the system. A prolonged 
period of time is required to fully restore the bulk power system to normal operation. 
 
Multi-Element Approach 
 
The ESCC recommends that electricity sector entities consider this full spectrum of risk 
management elements to address these severe-impact risks; planning, prevention, mitigation, and 
recovery. 
 
Planning Elements 
 


Clarify Roles and 
Authorities 


Establish clear responsibilities and authorities for planning and 
responding to an emergency or crisis, across the sub-sector, with other 
sectors, and with government. 
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Assess Risks Establish robust situational awareness across the electricity sub-sector 
through timely, reliable, and secure information exchange. Assess 
available intelligence from government regarding threats and provide 
actionable information to sub-sector entities to improve protection and 
preparedness. 


Conduct Technical 
Studies 


Use sound risk management principles to conduct technical studies, 
evaluate risks and potential impacts, and identify possible 
improvements. 


Prioritize Assets Prioritize assets most important to reliability and identify actions that 
improve protection of these assets. Priorities should be developed in 
consultation with other stakeholders to consider the potential impacts on 
customers, other critical infrastructures, and government and national 
security infrastructure. 


Identify 
Interdependencies 


Understand key interdependencies with other critical infrastructures and 
collaborate with other sectors to address them, and incorporate that 
knowledge in planning and operations. 


Evaluate and Test Develop exercises and testing programs to probe vulnerabilities and 
identify opportunities to improve protection measures and evaluate 
preparedness. Involve neighboring electricity sector entities, government 
agencies, and other critical infrastructure sectors. 


Develop and Promote 
Guidelines 


Develop and promote guidelines to inform sub-sector entities and 
prompt protection and recovery solutions. 


Communicate Strengthen public confidence in the electricity sub-sector’s ability to 
manage risk by communicating how the sub-sector is proactively 
addressing threats and vulnerabilities and prepared to respond to high 
impact, low frequency events. Enhance bidirectional industry-
government sharing of security threat and vulnerability information. 


Funding Needs Consider options for funding and cost recovery for critical infrastructure 
protection, particularly as traditional cost-justification approaches may 
be difficult to apply, or when objectives exceed assuring the reliability 
of the electricity system itself.  


 
Prevention Elements 
 


Detect and Prevent 


 


Develop appropriate active security policy enforcement, monitoring 
controls, and protections to deter or prevent severe-impact risks. Employ 
defense-in-depth strategies. Work with infrastructure vendors and 
suppliers to enhance identification of vulnerabilities, protections and 
recoverability. 
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Mitigation Elements 
 


Improve Resilience 


 


Identify options to strengthen the inherent redundancy, flexibility and 
capacity of the bulk power system to reduce the likelihood of 
unmitigated impacts on the system. Limit the adverse impact and 
preserve the reliability of the remainder of the system. Enhance, to the 
extent practical, the survivability of national security and critical 
infrastructures. 


 
 
Recovery Elements 
 


Readiness Develop and implement plans to exercise and maintain a state of 
readiness to respond to events that might adversely affect reliability. 


Respond Enhance entity and coordinated bulk power system-wide response to a 
significant event, including the capability to communicate quickly and 
effectively with all affected stakeholders. 


Restore the System Ensure plans are in place, exercised and ready to be implemented to 
restore the system to reliable operation in the wake of a severe event.  
Verify and enhance plans to provide human and material resources with 
particular attention on equipment that may not be readily available. 
Enhance pre-established plans to recognize priorities during restoration 
with respect to customers, other critical infrastructures, and government 
and national security infrastructure 


 
.
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MMuullttii--YYeeaarr  RRooaaddmmaapp  
  
For many years, NERC and its Technical Committees have filled an important collaborative role 
by providing an open and inclusive forum to identify issues of concern and take action to help 
the industry address them. These Technical Committees are well suited to specifically address 
severe-impact risks. In particular, the Operating Committee, Planning Committee, and Critical 
Infrastructure Protection Committee have the mandate, leadership and expertise to jointly 
address the initiatives identified by this Roadmap. To do so, they utilize the active contribution 
of experts from across the electricity industry, including vendors and suppliers, and government 
partners. 
 
Mobilizing the Electricity Sub-Sector 
 
The ESCC recommends to the NERC Board of Trustees that NERC and its Technical 
Committees develop work plans to address these risk scenarios by more fully assessing the 
nature of the risks, considering alternative approaches, and recommending solutions for industry 
implementation. Given the breadth and complexity of these scenarios, the ESCC recommends 
that the Technical Committees join forces to make optimal use of their capabilities. The ESCC 
recognizes that significant resources will be required to effectively address some of these 
initiatives, and encourages the Committees to invite assistance from experts outside the 
Committees, and prioritize this work accordingly, including assessing the relative urgency of 
their other work currently underway. 
 
Recognizing that it is not reasonable or effective for the industry-supported Technical 
Committees to address all these activities at the same time, the ESCC proposes a staged 
approach. Initiatives that will more directly enhance reliability and resilience are considered 
“High Priority” and should be addressed immediately. Others that yield benefits in the longer 
term are considered “Important”. Progress will be monitored and reviewed periodically by the 
ESCC to provide further recommendations to the NERC Board of Trustees and guidance to the 
sub-sector. 
 


Table 2: “High Priority” and “Important” Characteristics 
 


Relative Importance Characteristics 


High Priority  Risk has low or higher likelihood, yet high consequence 


 Requires immediate action to reduce the risk 


 Progress achievable within available resources 


 Action is largely within the control of sub-sector entities 


 Action enhances reliability during normal operations 


Important  Risk has unknown likelihood, yet high consequence 


 Requires action to identify options and resources required to 
reduce the risk 
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Relative Importance Characteristics 


 Action may not be achievable within existing resources 


 Requires substantial coordination with other critical 
infrastructure sectors or government 


 Action has limited opportunity to enhance reliability during 
normal operations 


 
 
The following table illustrates the relative priority to address each of the strategic goals against 
the three severe-impact scenarios. 
 


Table 3: Strategic Priorities 
 


Goal 


Scenario 1: 
 


Coordinated 
Physical Attack 


Scenario 2: 
 


Organized 
Cyber Attack 


Scenario 3: 
 


Geomagnetic 
Disturbance 


Enhances 
reliability under 


less severe 
scenarios? 


1. Enhance situational 
assessment, coordination, 
and information 
exchange 


High Priority High Priority High Priority Yes 


2. Enhance protective 
measures 


Important High Priority Important Limited 


3. Enhance contingency 
planning, training, and 
exercises 


High Priority High Priority Important Yes 


4. Clarify critical 
infrastructure protection 
roles with government 


High Priority High Priority High Priority Limited 


5. Address key 
interdependencies with 
other sectors 


Important Important Important Yes 


6. Strengthen public 
confidence 


High Priority High Priority Important Limited 


 
 
Key Strategic Initiatives 
 
To achieve these priorities, the ESCC has identified a number of key strategic initiatives that will 
provide NERC and the Technical Committees with a common focus to address the three severe-
impact scenarios. Individually, each of these actionable initiatives provides direction to the 
Technical Committees regarding the actions they need to undertake. Collectively, the results of 
their efforts will significantly contribute to meeting the vision and goals of this Roadmap. 
 
The “Appendix – Strategic Initiatives Plan” identifies each initiative, its relative priority 
consistent with the Table 3 – Strategic Priorities, and recommended timelines. The timelines 
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should be considered as preliminary estimates, and will require review by the Technical 
Committees as the scope and necessary resources are more fully understood. The ESCC is 
prepared to coordinate closely with the leadership of the Technical Committees to ensure a 
common understanding of expected results, and the appropriate commitment of resources. With 
this in mind, the column in the Appendix – Strategic Initiatives Plan headed “Substantial 
Progress” means that resources are engaged, an agreed work plan has been established, and 
alternative solutions to address the initiative have been drafted. 
 
Expected Results 
 
The results needed to address each initiative will vary according to the scope and nature of the 
respective initiative. Some of the initiatives are closely bounded, and a final report could provide 
new guidance to the sub-sector, provide solutions for entity implementation according to local 
needs, or identify the need to develop or revise a NERC reliability standard. Other initiatives 
may require a more complete analysis of the problem, and propose next steps such as greater 
involvement of those outside the electricity sub-sector, or substantially more specialized 
resources. It is anticipated that all initiatives would offer solutions at an early stage – the “low 
hanging fruit”. 
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MMoonniittoorr  PPrrooggrreessss  
  
The ESCC considers the need to quickly demonstrate progress that addresses severe-impact risks 
to the electricity sub-sector to be a top priority for NERC and its stakeholders. Through their 
conference calls and in-person meetings, the ESCC will monitor progress and provide additional 
guidance as necessary. The ESCC appreciates that these initiatives are critical, and will require a 
concerted effort by the sub-sector to address them in a timely manner. To be successful, it is 
crucial to establish and maintain close coordination between the ESCC, NERC’s Board of 
Trustees, and the Technical Committees. The ESCC invites the leadership of the Technical 
Committees to collaborate with the ESCC to develop the appropriate coordination mechanisms. 
 
The ESCC will monitor progress on each of the strategic initiatives according to three key 
milestones, and NERC will keep stakeholders advised of progress. 
 


1. Scope and Resources 
 Determine assumptions and limitations 
 Identify and recruit industry resources 
 Develop project plan and timelines 


 
2. Comprehensive Assessment 


 Define specific objectives 
 Identify options and alternatives with pros and cons 
 Propose results and timelines 


 
3. Results 


 Final report, with action items and next steps 
 Develop new or enhance existing industry guidance 
 Propose new or revised standards, where necessary and appropriate 
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AAppppeennddiixx  ––  BBiibblliiooggrraapphhyy  
  
The following references provide additional context and information related to the scope and role 
of the Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council. 
 


1. Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council (ESCC) Charter 
http://www.nerc.com/docs/escc/ESCC_Charter_BOT_approved_20100512.pdf 


2. DHS National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) 
http://www.dhs.gov/files/programs/editorial_0827.shtm 


3. Government of Canada’s National Strategy and Action Plan for Critical Infrastructure 
http://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/prg/em/ci/index-eng.aspx 


4. President Obama’s 2009 Cyberspace Policy Review 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/Cyberspace_Policy_Review_final.pdf 


5. Energy Sector Specific Plan 2007 http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/nipp-ssp-energy-
redacted.pdf 


6. Roadmap to Secure Control Systems in the Energy Sector, 
http://www.oe.energy.gov/DocumentsandMedia/roadmap.pdf 


7. NERC’s Reliability Concepts paper describing the fundamentals of electricity reliability 
http://www.nerc.com/files/concepts_v1.0.2.pdf 


8. DOE/NERC HILF “High Impact, Low Frequency Risk to the North American Bulk 
Power System” report http://www.nerc.com/files/HILF.pdf 


9. Emergency management and business continuity standards Canadian Standards 
Association CSA Z1600-8 http://www.csa.ca/cm/ca/en/standards/products/public-and-
community-safety/emergency-management and National Fire Protection Association 
NFPA 1600 http://www.nfpa.org/aboutthecodes/AboutTheCodes.asp?DocNum=1600 


10. U.S. National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) “Risk Management Approaches to 
Protection” http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/NIAC_RMWG_-_2-13-
06v9_FINAL.pdf 


11. NERC Reliability Metrics Working Group report “Integrated BPS Risk Assessment 
Concepts” 
http://www.nerc.com/docs/pc/rmwg/Draft_Integrated_Bulk_Power_System_White_Pape
r6.1.pdf 


12. U.S. National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) Critical Infrastructure Resilience 
report http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac_critical_infrastructure_resilience.pdf 
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AAppppeennddiixx  ––  SSttrraatteeggiicc  IInniittiiaattiivveess  PPllaann  
  
Scenario 1: Physical Attack on Significant Bulk Power System Equipment 
A coordinated physical attack on key nodes of the bulk power system critically disables difficult to replace equipment in multiple generating 
stations or substations and could have a significant affect on the remainder of the system. A prolonged period of time is required to fully restore 
the bulk power system to normal operation. 


 Coordinated physical attack, suspect terrorism 
 Three high voltage transmission substations are attacked, severely damaged, and rendered completely inoperable 
 Initial damage assessment indicates 6-18 months to return each substation to 100% operating capacity 
 Communications are disrupted and disable Transmission Operator voice and data with half their surrounding neighbors, their Reliability 


Coordinator, and Balancing Authority 
 Substations serve large urban population (1 million +) 
 Magnitude of loss of load causes BPS instability over a very large geographic area 


 
Scenario 2: Coordinated Cyber Attack 
A coordinated disruption disables or impairs the integrity of multiple control systems, or intruders take operating control of portions of the bulk 
power system such that generation or transmission system is damaged or mis-operated. 


 Transmission Operators report unexplained and persistent breaker operations that occur across a wide geographic area (i.e. within 
state/province and neighboring state/province) 


 Communications are disrupted and disable Transmission Operator voice and data with half their surrounding neighbors, their Reliability 
Coordinator, and Balancing Authority 


 Loss of load and generation causes widespread BPS instability, and system collapse within state/province and neighboring state/province. 
However, portions of the Interconnection remain operational. 


 Blackouts in several regions disrupt electricity service to several million people 
 
Scenario 3: Geomagnetic Disturbance 
A severe geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) damages difficult to replace generating station and substation equipment, and causes a 
cascading affect on the remainder of the system. A prolonged period of time is required to fully restore the bulk power system to 
normal operation. 


 Evaluate geomagnetic storm impacts for multiple intensity levels, up to a maximum of 10 times that of 1989 
 High voltage transformers irreparably damaged to varying degrees in northern and southern latitudes (ref. page 74-76 of 


DOE/NERC HILF report http://www.nerc.com/files/HILF.pdf) 
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Scenario Tactic # Initiative Priority Substantial 
Progress1 


Common to 
all Scenarios 


Plan A. Crisis Response Plan 
Prepare a coordinated sub-sector-wide crisis response plan; identify 
roles and responsibilities, including government interfaces. 


High 
Priority 


Q1 2011 


B. Government Interface 
Develop executive-level (i.e. ESCC) and Sub-Sector interfaces with 
government on matters related to critical infrastructure.  


High 
Priority 


Q4 2010 


C. Communications Plan 
Develop a comprehensive communications plan to help ensure NERC 
and Sub-Sector efforts to address critical infrastructure (including 
HILF) risks are adequately resourced and appropriately recognized. 


High 
Priority 


Q4 2010 


D. Information Sharing 
Increase the effectiveness of efforts with government to develop 
timely and reliable sources of information regarding threats and 
vulnerabilities. 


High 
Priority 


Q4 2010 


Scenario 1: 


Physical 
Attack 


Plan E.  Physical Attack – Current Capability Assessment 
Identify opportunities to enhance existing protection, resilience and 
recovery capabilities of the bulk power system for this scenario, with 
particular emphasis on opportunities that will also serve to enhance 
reliability under normal conditions. 


High 
Priority 


Q2 2011 


Prevent F.  Protect Critical Equipment 
Study options and practices to enhance physical protection of critical 
equipment requiring long recovery times (e.g. large high-voltage 


Important Q2 2011 


                                                 
1 “Substantial Progress” means that resources are engaged, an agreed work plan has been established, and alternative solutions to 
address the initiative have been drafted. 
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Scenario Tactic # Initiative Priority Substantial 
Progress1 


transformers). 
NOTE: May also apply to Scenario 3 GMD. 


Recover G. Critical Spares 
Enhance the availability of critical spare equipment that may not be 
readily available, starting with high voltage transformers. 
NOTE: May also apply to Scenario 3 GMD. 


Important Q4 2011 


H. Physical Attack – Restore the Bulk Power System. 
Enhance restoration plans and procedures. 
NOTE: Coordinate with other scenarios. 


High 
Priority 


Q3 2011 


Scenario 2: 


Cyber Attack 


Plan I.  Cyber Attack – Current Capability Assessment 
Identify opportunities to enhance existing protection, resilience and 
recovery capabilities of the bulk power system for this scenario, with 
particular emphasis on opportunities that will also serve to enhance 
reliability under normal conditions. 


High 
Priority 


Q1 2011 


Prevent J.  Isolate Critical Cyber Systems 
Isolate critical cyber systems from other business systems and the 
Internet. 


High 
Priority 


Q1 2011 


K. Smart Grid Security 
Influence the development of smart grid technologies to ensure 
security needs address potential reliability impacts on the bulk power 
system. 


Important Q4 2011 


Recover L.  Cyber Attack – Restore the Bulk Power System. 
Enhance restoration plans and procedures. 
NOTE: Coordinate with other scenarios. 


High 
Priority 


Q3 2011 


Scenario 3: 


GMD 


Plan M. GMD – Current Capability Assessment 
Identify opportunities to enhance existing protection, resilience and 
recovery capabilities of the bulk power system for this scenario, with 
particular emphasis on opportunities that will also serve to enhance 


High 
Priority 


Q2 2011 
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Scenario Tactic # Initiative Priority Substantial 
Progress1 


reliability under normal conditions. 


Prevent N. GMD Protection 
Determine protective enhancements needed to prevent or minimize 
damage to facilities. 
NOTE: May also apply to Scenario 1 Physical Attack. 


Important Q4 2011 


Mitigate  O. GMD Response 
Determine what advance warning would be needed for system 
operators to take action to prevent or mitigate the impact of a GMD. 


High 
Priority 


Q2 2011 


Recover P.  GMD – Restore the Bulk Power System. 
Enhance restoration plans and procedures. 
NOTE: Coordinate with other scenarios. 


High 
Priority 


Q3 2011 
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Enforcement Staffing
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2010 Incoming Violations
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2010 Violations to NERC
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2011 Violation Projections
• 2011 Traditional (693) Audits


6 - On Site Audits
18 - Off Site Audits
90 + violations anticipated


• 2011 CIP Audit Schedule
5 - On Site Audits
15 - Off Site Audits
70 + violations anticipated


• 2011 693 & CIP Self Reports/Self Certifications
100 + violations anticipated


• 2011 Total Anticipated Violations
260 new violations or approx. 21 /month
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2010 SPP RE Enforcement Staffing


• June 6.25 FTE devoted to Enforcement
• 1 Clerk Resigned May .75 FTE
• Add 1 Clerk July .75 FTE
• Add 1 Clerk August .5 FTE
• 1 Attorney Resigned September
• 1 Clerk to Full Time in September .25 FTE
• Add 2 Clerks onboard in October 1.25 FTE
• Add 1 IT Compliance Specialist onboard November
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Staffing Comparisons


• SPP RE at 6.5 FTE going to 9.25 in November


• RFC at 9 FTE going to 14 FTE in 2010
No open positions as of September


• SERC at 9 FTE going to 11 in 2010
Includes 1 contract attorney position
2 open positions in Enforcement
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Regional Entity Comparisons 
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2011 and Beyond
Enforcement Staffing Assumptions


• 2011 Budgeted Attorney onboard January 2011
• Clerk FTE at budgeted level of 1.25 FTE
• 2012 Budged Clerk & Analyst onboard January 


2012
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Projected Backlog
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Recommendations


• Employ Deficiency NOP Process
• Improve Staff Efficiency
• Utilize contract staff support
• Continue utilization of Law School Clerks
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Questions?
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Ms. Stacy Dochoda Southwest  Power Pool Regional Entity 
Regional Entity General Manager 16101 La Grande, Ste 103 
sdochoda@spp.org Little Rock, AR  72233 
 P 501-688-1730 
 F 501.821.8726 
 
TO:  SPP Regional Entity Trustees 
 
FROM: Stacy Dochoda, RE General Manager 
 
DATE : October 15, 2010  
 
SUBJECT: SPP RE General Manager Report 
 
 
Staffing 
 
Since the July Trustee meeting, we have filled the two open compliance positions with Thomas 
Teafatiller, Senior Compliance Engineer and Jeff Rooker, Lead Compliance Engineer.   In 
addition, we hired Clint Lancaster and Rhonda Jones as part-time Law Clerks.  Two more part-
time Law Clerks are scheduled to begin work in late October or early November.  We currently 
have one open position, an enforcement engineer.  Our current organizational chart is included in 
the background materials. 
 
CIP auditors Steve Applegate and Shon Austin earned their Certified Information Systems 
Security Professional (CISSP) certification.  Tasha Ward was promoted to Compliance 
Enforcement Attorney.  Tyler Morgan, formerly a part-time Law Clerk was hired as a full-time 
Compliance Specialist II.  We are currently in the process of posting the approved 2011 
positions.  We had one employee, Alison Hayes transfer out of the RE to accept a position in the 
compliance department of SPP, Inc. under David Hodges. 
 
Mitigation Plan Submittal 
 
As of September, 2010 148 violations without mitigation plans submitted in the SPP RE region.  
We continue to reach out to registered entities to encourage the submission of mitigation plans. 
 
NERC Audit 
 
NERC conducted its on-site audit of SPP RE in early 2010.  NERC reviewed SPP RE’s 
performance against the NERC Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP), 
NERC Rules of Procedure and SPP RE’s document management and Information Technology 
processes. The audit findings fell into two categories, those for which SPP RE had implemented 
appropriate procedures after the period covered by the audit and those which SPP RE agreed to 
implement or investigate as a result of the audit.  SPP RE further evaluated each of these findings.  
Based upon this review, the SPP RE has concluded that the noted exceptions to the CMEP have 
been addressed either through changes to the SPP RE’s internal process procedures or the 
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proposed changes to the NERC CMEP, Section 3.6, which have been approved by the NERC 
Board of Trustee Compliance Committee (BOTCC). 
 
The NERC Board of Trustee Compliance Committee accepted the audit report on July 12, 2010.  
NERC will publicly post the report on the NERC website in the future.  
 
SPP, Inc Compliance Monitoring & Enforcement 
 
On July 12, 2010 FERC conditionally accepted the proposed contract between SPP, RE and 
SERC for SERC to perform compliance monitoring and enforcement for the SPP, Inc. registered 
entity functions in the SPP Region.  FERC ordered a change such that any penalties paid by SPP 
would be paid to SERC and used to reduce future SERC funding assessments instead of reducing 
future SPP RE funding assessments.  FERC also ordered removal of the automatic renewal 
provision of the contract and will require re-approval of the contract at the expiration of the 
initial term ending December 31, 2012.  Pursuant to the contract, SERC conducted the on-site 
audit of the SPP, Inc. registered entity functions in the SPP Region in October 2010. 
 
FERC Audit 
 
SPP filed its regularly scheduled quarterly compliance report on April 30 reporting all twenty 
items complete.  FERC staff visited the SPP RE on August 17 with an initial plan to review our 
compliance with 10 of the 20 recommendations from the audit report.  FERC staff was able to 
review compliance with 18 recommendations.   On two of the 18 recommendations, FERC staff 
requested additional information after the on-site review.  FERC staff indicated that a more 
comprehensive audit pursuant to the FERC order is expected to be scheduled in fiscal year 2011 
which begins in October 2010. 
 
Revised Regional Delegation Agreements 
 
The NERC Board of Trustees approved the revised Regional Delegation Agreements at the May 
12, 2010 meeting.  NERC filed the revised agreements with FERC on June 9.  The agreements 
are scheduled to be considered on the FERC Open Meeting Agenda on October 21. 
 
Nebraska Entities’ Registration 
 
NERC proposed to include a process for a registered entity to seek to transfer its registration 
from one Regional Entity to another Regional Entity in a proposed revision to the NERC Rules 
of Procedure.  The NERC Board of Trustees approved the proposed process at the May 12 
meeting.  NERC filed the revised rules of procedure with FERC on June 9. 
 
NERC requested a filing from MRO and SPP RE to address the request of certain Nebraska 
entities to transfer registration from MRO to SPP RE.  Our response was filed at NERC on 
August 16 and a reply to MRO’s filing was filed at NERC on September 20.   The SPP RE 
filings are included in the background materials.  
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NERC General Counsel has advised us that NERC BOT will not consider this issue at the 
November BOT meeting but is expected to consider it by February 2011 at the latest. 
 
FERC Orders 
 
FERC issued orders accepting the NERC Three-Year Assessment, adopting penalty guidelines 
(leaving NERC penalty processes intact) and providing guidance to NERC and the Regional 
Entities to consider violations of affiliates in determining whether an entity has experienced a 
repeat violation. 
 
Compliance Workshop  


FERC Commissioner Phil Moeller was the keynote speaker at the SPP RE Fall Compliance 
Workshop on September 21 and 22.  There were 142 attendees and 11 call-in attendees. 
 
An analysis of the workshops previous to the Fall 2010 workshop yielded the following;    


• 71 entities have attended and 55 entities have not attended a compliance workshop in 
the last two years 


• 45 entities have attended and 81 entities have not attended a CIP workshop 


Ou


• As of 8/5/2010, 42 entities have violations and 9 of those have not attended any of 
our workshops. 


 
treach Communication 


 
he SPP RE website has been reorganized to make it easier to use.  A link was also added to 


e third quarter newsletter was issued.  The Fall Compliance 
orkshop was held September 21 and 22.  The SPP RE Executive Director of Compliance made 


T
provide upcoming events.  Th
w
a presentation at the October 13 SPP MOPC meeting.  The SPP RE Director of CIP made a 
presentation at the September 24 SPP CIPWG meeting. 


 
Registered Entity Survey  
 
The annual survey was conducted September 6-17.  Thirty-eight of the 128 registered entities 


 response rate.  The 2010 survey results were generally consistent 
ith those of 2009.  The 2010 RE Survey Results Report is included in the background 


completed the survey, a 30%
w
materials. 


 
 








 
 


Ms. Stacy Dochoda Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity 
Regional Entity General Manager 16101 La Grande, Ste 103 
sdochoda@spp.org Little Rock, AR  72233 
 P 501-688-1730 
 F 501.821.8726S 
September 20, 2010 
 
Mr. David Cook 
Vice President and General Counsel 
North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
Princeton Forrestal Village 
116-390 Village Boulevard 
Princeton, New Jersey  08540-5721 
 
Re:   Transfer of Certain Nebraska Entities from Midwest Reliability Organization to 


Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity 
 
Dear Mr. Cook: 
 
Southwest Power Pool, Inc. in its capacity as a Regional Entity (“SPP RE”) provides these 
comments in response to the letter and report of the Midwest Reliability Organization (“MRO”) 
dated August 16, 2010 regarding the request by the Nebraska Utilities1 to change their 
Compliance Enforcement Authority from MRO to SPP RE. 
 
SPP Regional Entity is unique among the eight regional entities in that it is the only FERC 
approved regional transmission organization that has also been delegated authority to be a 
regional entity.2  When the regional entity boundaries were established in 2007, the boundary for 
the SPP Regional Entity included all the Balancing Authorities and Transmission Owners that 
had committed their transmission facilities to the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff.  If the 
Nebraska Utilities had been members of the SPP RTO during the original assignment in 2007, it 
is almost certain that they would have been registered in the SPP RE. 
 
However, since we are not at the inception of the Regional Entities it is appropriate to ask the 
threshold question:  Will the proposed change in registration be detrimental to the reliability of 
the Bulk Electric System (“BES”)?  In the case of the request of the Nebraska Utilities, SPP RE 
has found no negative impacts to the BES associated with the change.  Moreover, a review of 


                                                 
1 Nebraska public Power District, Omaha Public Power District, Hastings Utilities and the City of Grand Island 
2 Appropriate independence is maintained between the Regional Entity and registered entity functions through the 
separation of the RE compliance and enforcement functions from the registered entity functions.  The RE is an 
independent division led by a General Manager reporting directly to the RE Trustees.  Pursuant to the SPP, Inc. 
Bylaws, the RE Trustees are independent of the SPP Board of Directors, any Member, industry stakeholder, or SPP 
organizational group.  Regional Entity Trustees do not serve as members of the SPP Board of Directors.  While the 
SPP, Inc. bylaws have always required the audits of SPP, Inc. to be conducted by a third party, SPP RE has taken 
that a step further by entering into a contract with SERC to be the CEA for the registered entity functions of SPP, 
Inc. in the SPP Region. 
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MRO’s letter and report reveal that MRO has likewise identified no negative impacts to the 
reliability of the BES that would result from granting the Nebraska Utilities’ request.    
 
The Nebraska Utilities request the change in registration to concentrate all of their efforts in one 
reliability area rather than split their resources between the SPP RTO activities and the MRO RE 
activities.   
 
MRO cites the increased costs that would be incurred by the other MRO Registered Entities as a 
reason to deny the Nebraska Utilities’ request.  Anytime there is a change in the status quo, there 
are likely to be cost decreases for some registered entities and cost increases for others.  
Opposing the change merely on the basis of cost changes relies on the premise that the original 
cost assignment is the only fair cost assignment.  However, cost assignments are by their nature 
an administrative creation not a mathematical axiom.    
 
SPP RE wishes to place the issue of RE costs in context.  Under the current geographic 
boundaries, the SPP RE has the fewest number of NELs upon which to spread its costs of all the 
eight regions.  If the Nebraska Utilities’ request is granted, SPP RE would have NELs that are 
essentially the same as FRCC’s.  Ranking the Regional Entities by NELs, MRO would become 
sixth, SPP RE seventh and FRCC eighth.    
 


Rank  Regional Entity 
2009 NEL 
MWh*


1  SERC 
         
990,093,522 


2  RFC 
         
889,208,026   


3  WECC 
         
847,828,789 


4  NPCC 
         
652,049,000 


5  TRE 
         
308,277,759 


6  MRO 
         
240,703,238   


7  SPP 
         
227,071,333 


8  FRCC 
         
226,802,655 


* Adjusted to reflect the transfer of the Nebraska Utilities


 
SPP RE does not dispute MRO’s calculation that its remaining registered entities will see an 
increase in costs as a result of having a smaller assignment of NELs.  Again it is useful to place 
this increase in context.   MRO’s calculated 9% increase as a result of the transfer is less than the 
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increase in costs that MRO has requested in its budget in each of the years 2009, 2010 and 2011.   
If the transfer is granted, SPP RE’s current registered entities will see a cost decrease. 
 
Taken as a whole, the distinguishing facts of SPP’s structural organization as a regional 
transmission organization and a regional entity, the changed circumstances of the Nebraska 
Utilities in joining the SPP RTO and the determination that the proposed transfer creates no 
detriment to reliability provide sufficient support to grant the Nebraska Entities’ request. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
Stacy Dochoda 
Regional Entity General Manager 
 
 
 








 
 


Ms. Stacy Dochoda Southwest  Power Pool Regional Entity 
Regional Entity General Manager 16101 La Grande, Ste 103 
sdochoda@spp.org Little Rock, AR  72233 
 P 501-688-1730 
 F 501.821.8726 
 
TO:  SPP Regional Entity Trustees 
 
FROM: Stacy Dochoda, RE General Manager 
 
DATE : October 15, 2010  
 
SUBJECT: SPP RE Enforcement Staffing  
 
Background 
 
See the Enforcement Staffing presentation provided with the background information.  Based on 
an analysis of the current rate of incoming violations per year and rate of processing violations 
per year, the SPP RE will have a multi-year backlog of violations for several more years.  Our 
caseload of violations is similar to RFC and SERC, however they have 4.75 and 1.75 more FTEs 
budgeted for enforcement than SPP RE.   
 
We are aggressively pursuing efforts to streamline enforcement process with NERC and some 
improvements have recently been adopted with more to be considered at the November NERC 
Board of Trustee Compliance Committee meeting.   
 
Action Requested 
 
In light of the significant increase in active violations between July and now, 101 additional 
violations and our projected backlog as shown in the Enforcement Staffing presentation, I 
request approval to advance hiring of the budgeted June 2011 Enforcement Attorney position to 
January 2011.   
 
I also request approval to employ up to an additional 1.25 FTEs as part-time temporary Law 
Clerks in 2011 as an unbudgeted expense.  I believe the use of part-time temporary support will 
allow us to easily scale back staffing if we are able to achieve additional efficiency 
improvements or if the rate of violations decreases in the future.   
 
The estimated cost increase for 2011 related to these two proposals is $310k ($104k in direct 
costs and $206k in indirect costs.   
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Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity 


TRUSTEE MEETING 


Past Action Items Status Report 
October 25, 2010 


 Action Item Date 
Originated Status Comments 


1. 
Stacy Dochoda will update Trustees 
on Delegation 
Agreement at each meeting 


10/28/09  Ongoing Will be presented at 
each meeting 


2. 
Stacy Dochoda and staff will design 
training program using industry 
volunteer presenters on reliability  


10/28/09  Completed 


Training position 
included in 2011 
budget-the person filling 
this position will be 
responsible for 
developing RE training 
programs 


3. 


Stacy Dochoda will meet with Nick 
Brown or Tom Dunn about funding 
for 5 year technical study and report 
at January meeting. 


10/28/09 Completed Met with Mak Nagle.  
Report at meeting. 


4. 
Stacy Dochoda will inquire with HR 
about changing quarterly Trustee 
Meetings to Mondays 


1/25/10 Completed Schedule has been 
changed  


5. Report on status of the CEA for 
Nebraska Entities 1/25/10 Ongoing Will be presented at 


each meeting 


6. RE to hold workshop or webex on 
CDMS 1/25/10 Completed 


Joint Workshop with 
MRO scheduled for 
5/26/2010 


7. 
Stacy Dochoda will find out if the 
SPP RE will be included in the 
upcoming SPP salary survey 


4/26/10 Completed Yes 


8. 


Joe Gertsch will continue to provide 
updated graphs reflecting violation 
production related to 
FTEs 


6/24/10 Ongoing 


Will be presented at 
each quarterly meeting 
beginning October 25, 
2010 


9. 


Stacy Dochoda will develop and 
implement a communication plan 
regarding the issue of 
TOP-002 R11 compliance 
monitoring 


6/24/10 Completed 


Article included in 2nd 
Quarter Newsletter, 
Presentation given at 
July 13th MOPC 
Meeting; Item added to 
RE Fall 2010 Workshop 
agenda 


   







 


10. 


Stacy Dochoda will consider and 
determine the appropriate manner in 
which to respond to the request 
made by multiple entities that the RE 
prepare and provide a more formal 
and/or official document regarding 
TOP-002a R11 


7/26/10 Completed 


RE Statement on TOP-
002-2a R11 Issued 
September 16, 2010 
 


11. 


Ron Ciesiel will post a copy of the 
Event Analysis and Investigation 
Procedures to the SPP RE 
webpage. 
 


7/26/10 Completed 


Copy of Draft Event 
Analysis Procedures 
were posted to SPP RE 
webpage 


12. 


RE will add Event Analysis and 
Investigation Procedures as a topic 
to its Fall 2010 workshop agenda if 
said procedures have been 
adequately developed prior to the 
scheduled workshop.   
 


7/26/10 Completed 


Procedures were not 
adequately developed 
prior to scheduled 
workshop; however, 
announcement of NERC 
ERO Event Analysis 
Process Document 
Webcast, which was 
held October 12, 2010, 
included in RE 3rd 
Quarter Newsletter 


13. 


Ron Ciesiel will modify the 
Compliance Report to include data 
regarding: a) the number of SPP RE 
registered entities with post-June 18, 
2007 reportable violations, and b) 
the trend of reportable violations. 


7/26/10 Ongoing 


Will be included in 
Compliance Report 
beginning with October 
25, 2010 
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SPP Regional Standard Update
Under Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS)


David Kelley
October 25, 2010
Kansas City, MO







SPP.org


Project 2007-01 (PRC-006-1)


• WECC Variance
• Next Steps


3


• Not BallotedDraft 1
August 2008


• Not BallotedDraft 2
May 2009


• Failed (43.13%)Draft 3
July 2010


• Failed (49.61%)Draft 4
August 2010


• Passed (81.72%)Draft 5
October 2010
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Last Update of Regional Standard


• Draft 3 was posted for comments


Applicability Section


Modified technical requirements


Removed proposed definitions


• Detailed UFLS study was getting under way


PowerTech Labs







SPP.org


Do We Still Need a Regional Standard?


• Continent-wide applicable to:


PC’s


“UFLS entities” which includes all entities that “own, 
operate, or control UFLS equipment”


TO’s and DP’s


• Regional standard includes GO’s
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SPP.org


Do We Still Need a Regional Standard?


• Continent-wide specifies:


A program has to be developed


Program has to meet certain performance 
characteristics


Assessment of program at least every 5 years


Coordination with adjacent PC’s


• Regional standard defines what the UFLS 
program is…fills in the blanks.
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SPP.org


• Other program details include:


Relay setting boundaries


Specific reporting requirements


Compensatory load shedding
7


(1)
UFLS
Step


(2)
Frequency


(hertz)


(3)
Minimum


accumulated load
relief as


percentage of
forecasted peak


Native Load
(%)


(4)
Maximum


accumulated load
relief as


percentage of
forecasted peak


Native Load
(%)


1 59.3 10 15
2 59.0 20 30
3 58.7 30 45







SPP.org


Where We Are Today


• Results of PowerTech Study


Preliminary Results Reviewed by SPCWG October 11th 
and 12th


Indicates SPP’s UFLS scheme complies with 
NERC/SPP requirements


Additional refinement of results


• Disposition of continent-wide standard
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Next Steps


• Develop Draft 4


Post 


Ballot


Pass or Fail


• Present to MOPC, BOD/MC in April 2011
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David Kelley
Manager, Engineering Administration
501-688-1671
dkelley@spp.org
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Report of the SPP RE Regarding the Transfer of the Compliance 
Registration of Certain Nebraska Utilities from MRO to SPP RE 
 


 
I. BACKGROUND 


 
On December 1, 2008, Nebraska Public Power District (“NPPD”) and Omaha Public 


Power District (“OPPD”) became members of the SPP Regional Transmission Organization 
(“SPP RTO”) and transferred operational control over their transmission facilities to SPP RTO 
on April 1, 2009.  As part of this transfer, a number of other entities also placed their facilities 
under SPP’s operational control. During this same period that NPPD and OPPD were finalizing 
plans to join the SPP RTO, these utilities, and several other entities located in Nebraska, also 
made a request to NERC to transfer their compliance registration from the MRO to the SPP RE 
for various business reasons including the potential for duplication of efforts by being part of two 
separate reliability organizations and to fully integrate into SPP.  Because the North American 
Electric Reliability Corporation (“NERC”) was in the process of renegotiating the delegation 
agreements with each regional entity and modifying its Rules of Procedures, the requests of the 
Nebraska Utilities to transfer compliance registration were deferred.  On June 29, 2010, Mr. 
David Cook, VP & General Counsel of NERC, requested that SPP RE and MRO submit a report 
providing certain information to assist NERC in its decision on the requested transfers. 


 
II. SPP RE RESPONSE 
 


SPP RE’s individual comments and responses to issues delineated in the June 29 Letter 
are set forth below.   
 


Specific Issues Listed in the June 29 Letter 
 


• Issue 1:  “Whether requesting Parties still wish to make the transfer”  
 


SPP RE Response:  SPP RE sent formal requests to each registered entity that 
had previously expressed interest in transferring its compliance registration from 
MRO to SPP RE.  The following utilities provided formal notice of their 
continued intent to transfer:  Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD), Hastings 
Utilities, Omaha Public Power District (OPPD), and the City of Grand Island 
(Collectively, “Nebraska Utilities”). 


 
• Issue 2:  “The location of the bulk power system (BPS) facilities of the Requesting 


Parties to be transferred in relation to the geographical and electrical boundaries 
of the respective regions and the benefits that would accrue to the Requesting 
Parties desiring a transfer”  


 
SPP RE Response:    Currently, the SPP RE geographic and electrical 


region borders the state of Nebraska.  The transfers of the Nebraska Utilities to 
the SPP RE would cause SPP RE and MRO to each have portions of the state of 
Nebraska within their boundaries. Geographically, the Nebraska Utilities service 
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approximately 90% of the state of Nebraska. The SPP RE presently has intra-state 
borders in other states including but not limited to Louisiana, Texas, Missouri, 
and New Mexico. It is important to note that state boundaries have traditionally 
played little to no part in the assignment of registered entities to a specific 
regional entity and have no real impact on maintaining the reliability of the bulk 
power system.  Rather, during the original assignment of registered entities to 
their respective regional entities in 2007, NERC generally assigned each 
registered entity to the reliability organization to which the registered entity was 
currently a member regardless of the state in which the entity was located.  Thus, 
if the Nebraska Utilities had been a member of the SPP RTO during the original 
assignment in 2007, it is almost certain that they would have been registered with 
the SPP RE due to their membership in the SPP RTO.  In fact, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission has recognized “the potential benefits of having the same 
boundaries for an RTO/ISO and a Regional Entity.”1  
  
 
 While SPP RE understands that any registered entity requesting a transfer 
is required to demonstrate the business reasons for such transfer under the 
proposed Rule 1208 of the NERC Rules of Procedure,2 the obvious benefits of the 
instant transfer request are both quantitative and qualitative.  The Nebraska 
Utilities’ recent memberships in the SPP RTO provide for SPP to act as their 
Reliability Coordinator, which includes real-time interaction, monitoring and 
training.  Thus, with the approval of the requested transfer, the Nebraska Utilities 
will be able to concentrate all of their efforts in one reliability area rather than 
split their resources between the SPP RTO activities and the MRO RE activities.   
 


SPP RE and the SPP RTO attempt to coordinate many public activities.  
For example, the SPP RE Trustees’ meetings and the SPP Board of Directors’ 
meetings are held in the same location on consecutive days. The SPP RE and the 
SPP RTO also coordinate the SPP RE Compliance Workshops and the SPP RTO 
functional forums in the same location on consecutive days.  Another example of 
this coordination is that the SPP RE attends and presents at many of the SPP 
technical working group meetings as part of a continuous outreach effort to the 
registered entities that are also members of the SPP RTO.  The SPP RE 
undertakes this coordination in order to provide the SPP RE registrants that are 
also SPP RTO members the benefit of both lower travel costs and improved 
personnel assignments.   


 


                                                 
1  Rules Concerning Certification of the Electric Reliability Organization; and Procedures for the 


Establishment, Approval, and Enforcement of Electric Reliability Standards, Order No. 672, 2006-2007 
FERC Stats. & Regs., Regs. Preambles ¶ 31,204 at P. 671 (2006). 


 
2  See Petition for Approval of Revised Pro Forma Delegation Agreement, Revised Delegation Agreements  


with the Eight Regional Entities, and Amendments to the NERC Rules of Procedure of the North American 
Electric Reliability Corporation, Docket No. RR10-11 at 87 (“June 9 NERC Petition”) (June 9, 2010). 
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Currently, the Nebraska Utilities must attend duplicate sessions at both the 
SPP and MRO in order to keep abreast of issues and activities and to participate 
in both organizations’ ongoing actions.  The Nebraska Utilities also are required 
to understand and abide by the variations in the regional criteria or standards 
maintained by SPP RTO, as a Reliability Coordinator, and MRO as a Regional 
Entity; thus, the requested transfer will benefit the Nebraska Utilities by allowing 
them to focus on one consistent set of requirements.  


 
 


• Issue 3:  The impacts of the proposed transfers on other BPS users, owners, and 
operators 


 
SPP RE Response:  A transfer of registration would be required only of the 
utilities that elect to transfer and they would register in the SPP RE for the same 
functions for which they are now registered in the MRO.  The other BPS users, 
owners and operators would not be impacted by this change in registration.  
 


If the requested transfer is approved, no change in the assignment of the 
Nebraska Utilities’ Reliability Coordinator, Planning Authority, Transmission 
Service Provider or Interchange Authority will occur nor will any other registered 
entity be required to make any changes in these registrations. 
  


Further, as a result of the transfer of registration and SPP RE’s expectation 
that no perceptible change will occur to the SPP RE cost structure, it is anticipated 
that all SPP RE current load serving entities’ fees will drop by approximately 
10% of the SPP RE portion of the fee that is assessed by NERC each quarter.  
Thus, the transfer will provide a benefit to the Nebraska Utilities as well as SPP 
RE’s other registered entities. 


 
• Issue 4:  What changes in existing arrangements would need to be made to 


accommodate the transfers 
 


SPP RE Response:  A transfer of registration would be required of each of the 
Nebraska Utilities.  Each utility would re-register in the SPP RE for each function 
that is currently registered in the MRO.     Changing compliance registrations is a 
simple and straightforward process that takes less than two weeks to complete. 


 
• Issue 5:  The impacts of the proposed transfers on the current and future staffing, 


resources, budgets and assessments to other Load-Serving entities of each 
Regional Entity, including the sufficiency of SPP’s staffing and resources to 
perform compliance monitoring and enforcement activities with respect to the 
registered entities to be transferred 


 
SPP RE Response:    Adding four (4) registered entities to the present 128 
registered entities in the SPP RE region will have a minimal impact on the 
workload of the SPP RE staff and future staffing needs. While the SPP RE does 
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not have specific information concerning the compliance or event history of the 
Nebraska Utilities, the SPP RE is confident that the projected staffing and funding 
for all 2011 compliance monitoring and enforcement activities is adequate under 
the assumption that the compliance history of the Nebraska Utilities is reasonably 
equivalent to other entities of similar size and registration.  Further, MRO uses the 
same automated data management system as the SPP RE, which will reduce 
training and transition issues for the Nebraska Utilities. 
  


• Issue 6:  The compliance history of the Requesting Parties to be transferred from 
MRO 


 
SPP RE Response:  SPP RE does not have direct access to the compliance 
history of the Nebraska Utilities.  Thus, MRO’s response to the June 29, 2010 
Letter should contain this information.  


 
• Issue 7:  The manner in which pending compliance monitoring and enforcement 


matters concerning the Requesting Parties would be transitioned from MRO to 
SPP, if applicable 


 
SPP RE Response:  The SPP RE and the MRO RE use the same compliance 
database management system (CDMS) and generally the same schedules and 
compliance monitoring techniques for all Registered Entities.  Thus, minimum 
changes to the Nebraska Utilities’ current internal compliance procedures and 
programs would be required, and the SPP RE will honor all previous schedule 
commitments made between the MRO and the Nebraska Utilities.  Any pending 
compliance matters can be addressed through adequate coordination between 
MRO and SPP RE on a case by case basis to ensure that SPP RE is fully engaged 
in each issue prior to the transition or, if more appropriate for a specific matter, 
MRO can be given the authority and responsibility to complete any open activities 
for the Nebraska Utilities. 
 


• Issue 8:  The Amendments to Exhibit A to each Regional Entity’s delegation 
agreement that would be necessary to achieve the transfer 


 
SPP RE Response:  Exhibit A of the Regional Delegation Agreement of both 
SPP RE and MRO will require modification to affect the transfer of the Nebraska 
Utilities from MRO to SPP RE.  Exhibit A shows a geographical representation of 
each Regional Entity’s footprint followed by a written explanation that provides 
additional detail for any areas where overlapping areas of responsibility exist 
between multiple regional entities.  Thus, because utilities within the state of 
Nebraska will have utilities registered in either MRO or SPP RE after the transfer, 
Exhibit A will need to provide adequate detail that explains the delineation of 
responsibilities for each entity.  A detailed map that demonstrates the 
geographical change within the state of Nebraska is provided as Attachment 1. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
 


SPP RE is fully capable and willing to perform the functions delegated to it through the 
approved Regional Delegation Agreement for the Nebraska Utilities. There are no prohibitions 
on a utility requesting to transfer its compliance monitoring function to a different regional entity 
for its own business reasons.    In fact, in its recent filing of the modified Delegation Agreements 
and Rules of Procedure with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, NERC submitted Rule 
1208 specifically providing a process for a registered entity to transfer its compliance monitoring 
and enforcement registration from one Regional Entity to another.3  Therefore, SPP RE supports 
the Nebraska Utilities transfer of the compliance monitoring function from the MRO to the SPP 
RE and will work together with the utilities, MRO and NERC to ensure a seamless transition.  
To the extent necessary, SPP RE is available to discuss with NERC Staff any of the matters 
addressed above. 


 
 


 


                                                 
3  See June 9 NERC Petition at 87.  
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Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council 
(ESCC) – Strategic Roadmap


ESCC was approved by BOT in May 2010 this, dissolved ESSG
Members


o NERC BOT 
o NERC CEO – chair
o Five – CEO level exec from stakeholders
o CIPC chair


Focus of ESCC
o Develop strategies enhance reliability and resiliency
o Mobilize the industry







Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council 
(ESCC) – Strategic Roadmap


Develop Strategic Road Map to replace the Bulk Power System 
Infrastructure Policy Statement
Key Elements:


o Vision and Goals
o Risk Landscape
o Focus on HILF
o Low or unknown probability
o National security
o Severe Impact Risk Priorities
o Coordinated physical attack or cyber attack on control systems
o Severe geomagnetic disturbance







High Impact Low Frequency Event Risks


BOT approved HILF report in May
• NERC Technical Committees directed to address 19 proposed actions in development of 


Action Plan / Committees and staff to prioritize.


Desired outcome is broad industry support and action in this area.
• This effort is important to position NERC in front of these issues
• The messaging of the risk is as important as the action to deal with the risks
• Leverage industry experience on  event recovery


Scenarios
• Coordinated Cyber, Physical, & Blended Attacks
• Pandemics
• Electromagnetic Events


Leadership is looking for approval at the November BOT meeting.
A concern raised by the PC is that


• We need to define where we are going with this effort and have a better understanding on the 
Cost/Benefit.







Spare Equipment Database Task Force


• The Planning Committee approved the formation of this Task Force
• TF has an aggressive work plan to meet 4 times/month until task is 


complete (end of 2010)
• There is congressional review and potential action to develop an equipment 


database if the industry does not move forward.
• The purpose of the Spare Equipment Database Task Force (SEDTF) 


is to develop a whitepaper with recommendations/conclusions on 
spare equipment availability requirements, along with database 
specifications.  
• NERC is looking to populate the database  through a NERC Data 


Authorization request (Rule 1600 of the Rules of Procedure) with spare 
equipment vital to the recovery process of the bulk power system from 
physical attacks







Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force.


The Planning Committee approved formation of the Geomagnetic 
Disturbance Task Force. 


• Requested a more specific scope be developed before December


General Scope:
• Severe-impact geomagnetic disturbance events present risks and vulnerabilities that may 


not be fully addressed for HILF events in conventional bulk power system planning, 
design, and operating processes. 


• The Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force (GMDTF) will develop a technical white 
paper describing the evaluation of scenarios of potential GMD impact, identifying key 
bulk power system parameters under those scenario conditions, and evaluating potential 
reliability implications of these incidents.  Based on these technical foundation elements, 
identify potential mitigation, recovery, planning, and operational approaches that 
mitigate this risk.







Reliability Assessments


Approved the three reliability assessments
2009/2010 Post-Winter Operational Reliability Assessment
o Lessons Learned


• Short-term Operational Strategies to Manage Extreme Weather Conditions
• Improvements needed for short-term forecasts
• Processes needed to update system models throughout the day to reflect 


new forecasts
• Monitoring Wind Output


– Day-ahead wind forecasts critical to commit resources for ancillary services
– Without proper forecasts and tools, system operators will be required to maintain 


additional upward and downward flexibility on an ongoing basis







Reliability Assessments


2010 Scenario Reliability Assessment Report: Potential Impacts of Environmental 
Regulations: Early Fossil-Fired Unit Retirements; Phase I: Impact on Planning 
Reserve Margins


o Analyze potential EPA regulations- air and water
• General concern with the impact on generation retirement – study does not address any potential 


CO2 regulation
o 4 – Specific regulations analyzed with a strict and moderate interpretation


• Clean water 316b – cooling water
• CCR
• CATR
• MACT


o Key observations
• Combined effects can have a significant impact on Planning Reserve Margins
• 316b, individually has the largest impact on reserve margins
• Greatest risk is the short term 2015 for planning reserve margins – must meet all rules 


(combined)







Reliability Assessments 


2010 Long-Term Reliability Assessment (Highlights)
o The economic recession and continued advancement of demand-side 


management leads to decreased demand projections and higher overall reserve 
margins. 


• 2010 peak demand down 4.1% from last year’s projections; 7.8 % from 2008 
projections


• Lower growth rate when compared to 2008 and 2009
o An unprecedented change in the generation fuel mix is expected during the 


next ten years which includes significant increases in new gas-fired, wind, 
solar, and nuclear generation. Very little coal projected to come online (less 
than 4 GW)


• 10 GW of new nuclear capacity projected by 2019
• 34 GW of new gas-fired generation Planned; 13 GW Conceptual
• 20 GW of new wind capacity expected on-peak (42 GW nameplate)
• 13 GW of new solar capacity (California)







Reliability Assessments 


2010 Long-Term Reliability Assessment (Highlights)
o Vital bulk power transmission development begins to take shape. 


• 24,000 miles of Planned Transmission
• An additional 12,000 miles of Conceptual Transmission
• 50% transmission projected to maintain reliability; 27% for renewable/variable generation


o Cross-industry communication and coordination is key to successful planning 
and operations.


• Consistent modeling of remote resources
• Uncertainty of sustained participation in DR
• Diminishing Frequency Response
• Changing resource mix
• Transmission operations with/when vital transmission elements are out of service for upgrades
• Impacts of resource mix changes to system stability and frequency response







Event Analysis


Goal of Event Analysis
o Promote increased reliability of the BES
o Promote and enhance a culture of Reliability Excellence
o ERO/industry wide – learning organization


Five event categories 
o Level 1 - low impact/single element outage 
o Level 5 – High impact load of 10,000 MW of load and or generation


Analysis
o What
o Why
o Lessons
o Gap in standards/compliance
o Corrective actions
o Themes







Event Analysis


Aggressive reporting < 5 days (initial who/what/where) and a follow-up 
report with lessons learned completed  quickly after initial report
Systematic and predictable with the registered entities being increasingly 
self-critical.


o Encouraging the entity to establish a compliance liaison with the compliance 
organization (internal and external)


o List all implicated standards/requirement  associated with the event
o Written analysis
o Use the IRAC method – issue, rules, analysis, conclusion


Benefits 
o Greater consistency, predictability and transparency
o Lessons learned
o Helps develop desired behaviors and culture







Event Analysis


Reliability Excellence-what does it look like?
o Engrained behaviors
o Best practices
o Compliance margin
o Continuous improvement


Next Steps
o Early October – webinar/workshop(s) for industry stakeholders
o Mid October – process finalized for field test
o ~January 2011 – new event analysis process in operation; required changes to Rules of 


Procedure initiated
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


 
Consistent with Southwest Power Pool’s (SPP) member-driven value proposition, the SPP 
Regional Entity (SPP RE), an independent and functionally separate division of SPP, conducts 
an annual survey of all the entities registered in the SPP RE footprint.  The survey gives the 
SPP RE’s entities an opportunity to assess the SPP RE’s effectiveness. The RE Trustees and 
RE General Manager use the survey results to help measure registered entities’ satisfaction 
with the RE’s administration of its NERC-delegated functions.   
 
With the assistance of the SPP Communications Department, the SPP RE opened the 2010 
survey on September 6 and closed it on September 17. Each registered entity was asked to 
submit one response.  Thirty-eight of the 1281 entities registered in the SPP RE footprint elected 
to complete the survey2, which represents a response rate of approximately 30%. In 2009, 33 
responses were submitted.   
 
The 2010 survey results were generally consistent with those of 2009.3  Most of the responding 
entities rated the SPP RE’s Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement, Standard Development, 
and Training services as adequate to excellent.  The average satisfaction ratings from the 
responding entities, along with the level of importance attributed to these services, were:   
 


Satisfaction with SPP RE’s 
Provision of Service4 Importance of Service5 Service 


2010 2009 2010 2009 
CMEP 3.4 3.8 4.3 4.5 
Standards Development 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.8 
Training 3.3 3.6 3.8 3.9 
Overall Service 3.6 4.0 N/A N/A 


 
Attributes of the SPP RE’s services receiving the most favorable comments include:  
 


1. The RE and its staff members’ ability to remain independent of owners, operators, 
and users of the bulk power system;  


 
2. RE staff members professionalism;  
 
3. RE staff members’ responsiveness to the entities’ needs; and 


                                                 
1 There were 128 entities registered in the SPP RE as of September 6, 2010.  As of October 1, the 
number of registered entities increased to 131. 
2 Respondents were asked to skip questions that were not relevant to them or their organization.  
Therefore, for some questions, the number of responses was less than the total number of responding 
entities. 
3 As with the presentation of the 2009 survey results, which were analyzed by Ariel Strategic 
Communications, the 2010 survey results have been analyzed using numeral values rather than 
percentages due to the small number of responses.  (See the 2009 RE Survey Analysis Report prepared 
by Ariel at 3.) 
 
4 Ratings are based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being poor and 5 being excellent. 
5 Ratings are based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important and 5 being important. 
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4. The usefulness of the RE’s compliance workshops and forums.   


 
Areas where opportunity for improvement exist, or where further evaluation and monitoring may 
be warranted, include:  
 


1. The usefulness of SPP’s website in meeting stakeholders’ needs;  
 


2. Multiple email list-servs and/or exploder lists used by the SPP to send information to the 
entities; and  
 


3. Entities’ concerns regarding the various Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) 
compliance monitoring processes and procedures.  
 


The results for each item included in the 2010 survey are detailed in the following section.   
Graphical comparisons of the 2010 and 2009 survey results, and where available the 2008 
results, are presented on pages 33 through 36.   
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DETAILED SURVEY RESULTS 


Profile of Responding Entities 
Of the 38 entities that submitted responses, all but six identified themselves as either investor-
owned (10), municipal (12), cooperative (6), or governmental agency (4).  The remaining six 
entities identified themselves as PSE, Power Marketer, IPP, Privately Owned, Supplier, and 
General Partnership.    
 


 
 
Thirty-four of the respondents viewed their role as compliance, operations, engineering, or 
policy/regulatory/legal. Three of the four respondents selecting “other” indicated their job 
involved some aspect of one or more of these four fields.   
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Seventeen of the responding entities indicated they interact weekly (7) or monthly (10) with the 
SPP RE, while 21 indicated they interact with the SPP RE only a few times per year (20) or 
rarely (1).   
 


 
 
 
 
 
Eighteen of the responding entities also interact with other regional entities, while the remaining 
20 did not.  
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When asked how the SPP RE compared with the other regional entities with which they interact 
most often, all but three entities indicated the SPP RE was about the same, somewhat better, or 
much better.6  The average rating for this item was 3.3.7   
 


 
 
 
 
The majority of the respondents (24) view SPP RE’s Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement 
(CMEP) Services as important, with one respondent indicating that it was unimportant.  The 
average rating for this item was 4.3.8 
 


 
 
 
                                                 
6 Two of the entities that think the SPP RE compares about the same as other regional entities with which 
they most often interact also responded that they do not interact with other regional entities.  Accordingly, 
the number of responses for “about the same” should be reduced to nine instead of 11. 
7 Rating is based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being much worse, 2 being somewhat worse, 3 being about 
the same, 4 being somewhat better, and 5 being much better.  
8 Rating is based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being not important and 5 being important.  
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Ten of the respondents view the SPP RE’s Standard Development Services as important; six 
responded it was not important.  The average rating for this item was 3.3. 
 
 


 
 
 
 
Seventeen of the responding entities view the SPP RE’s Training Services as important; four 
responded it was not important.  The average rating for this item was 3.8. 
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Additional Comments 
Five of the responding entities also provided additional comments.  The unedited comments 
submitted by those entities are presented below.   
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SPP RE’s Program Services  
Respondents were asked to rate the quality of the following SPP RE’s program services on a 
scale of one to five, with one being poor and five being excellent:  
 


• Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program 
• Training 
• Standards Development 


Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program 
Twenty-seven of the 34 respondents rated the SPP RE’s CMEP Services three or higher, six 
rated the services as excellent, and two rated the services as poor.  The average rating for this 
item was 3.4.9 
 


 
  


                                                 
9 Rating is based on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being poor and 5 being excellent.  
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Standards Development 
Twenty-four of the 30 respondents rated the SPP RE’s Standards Development Services three 
or higher, two rated the services as excellent, and one rated the services as poor.  The average 
rating for this item was 3.2. 
 


 


Training 
Twenty-seven of the 30 respondents rated Training Services three or higher, three rated the 
services as excellent, and two rated the services as poor.  The average rating for this item was 
3.3. 
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Additional Comments 
Five of the responding entities also provided additional comments.  The unedited comments 
submitted by those entities are presented below. 
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SPP RE’s Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Processes 
Respondents were asked to rate the quality of the following SPP RE’s CMEP processes on a 
scale of one to five, with one being poor and five being excellent:  
 


• Traditional (693) Compliance Audits 
• Traditional (693) Spot Checks  
• Traditional (693) Self Certifications 
• Traditional (693) Self- Reporting 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Spot Checks 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Self Certification 
• Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Self Reporting 
• Mitigation Plans 
• Settlements  


  
 


Traditional (693) Compliance Audits  
Twenty-four of the 27 respondents rated the quality of Traditional Compliance Audit processes 
three or higher, three rated the processes as excellent, and one rated them as poor.   The 
average rating for this item was 3.4. 
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Traditional (693) Spot Checks 
Twenty-seven of the 30 respondents rated the quality of Traditional Spot Check processes three 
or higher, four rated processes as excellent, and none rated them as poor.  The average rating 
for this item was 3.5. 
 


 
 
 


Traditional (693) Self Certifications 
Twenty-eight of the 34 respondents rated the quality of Traditional Self Certification processes 
three or higher, five rated the processes as excellent, and none rated them as poor.  The 
average rating for this item was 3.7. 
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Traditional (693) Self Reporting 
Twenty of the 25 respondents rated the quality of Traditional Self Reporting processes three or 
higher, three rated the processes as excellent, and none rating them as poor.  The average 
rating for this item was 3.4 
 


 
 
 


Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Spot Check 
Twenty-four of the 31 respondents rated the quality of CIP Spot Check processes three or 
higher, one rated the processes as excellent, and four rated them as poor.  The average rating 
for this item was 3.0. 
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Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Self Certifications 
Twenty-six of the 31 respondents rated the quality of CIP Self Certification processes three or 
higher, three rated the processes as excellent, and one rated them as poor.  The average rating 
for this item was 3.3. 
 


 
 
 


Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Self Reporting 
Twenty of the 23 respondents rated the quality of CIP Self Reporting processes three or higher, 
two rated the processes as excellent, and one rated them as poor.  The average rating for this 
item was 3.4. 
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Mitigation Plans 
Twenty-two of the 24 respondents rated the quality of Mitigation Plan processes three or higher, 
four rated the processes as excellent, and none rated them as poor. The average rating for this 
item was 3.6. 
 


 
 
 


Settlement 
Nineteen of the 20 respondents rated the quality of Settlement processes three or higher, three 
rated the processes as excellent, and none rated them as poor.  The average rating for this item 
was 3.5. 
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Additional Comments 
Three of the responding entities also provided additional comments.  The unedited comments 
submitted by those entities are presented below. 
 


 
 
  
 


SPP RE Staff’s Customer Service 
Respondents were asked to rate the SPP RE’s staff’s customer service ability in the following 
areas on a scale of one to five, with one being poor and five being excellent: 
 


• Responsiveness to Entities’ Needs 
• Accuracy of Information 
• Timeliness of Solving Problems 
• Professionalism 
• Communication Skills 
• Overall Service 


 


Responsiveness to Entities’ Needs 
Thirty of the 37 respondents rated staff’s responsiveness to their needs three or higher, 15 rated 
responsiveness as excellent, and three rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item was 
3.8. 
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Accuracy of Information 
Thirty of the 37 respondents rated the staff’s ability to provide accurate information upon request 
three or higher, 11 rated staff’s ability as excellent, and four rated it as poor.  The average rating 
for this item was 3.6. 
 


 
 
 


Timeliness of Solving Problems 
Twenty-three of the 35 respondents rated the staff’s ability to solve problems in a timely manner 
three or higher, seven rated the staff’s ability as excellent, and four rated it as poor. The 
average rating for this item was 3.3. 
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Professionalism 
Thirty-two of the 37 respondents rated staff’s professionalism three or higher, 18 rated staff’s 
professionalism as excellent, and four (4) rated it as poor. The average rating for this item was 
4.0. 
 


 
 
 


Communication Skills 
Twenty-eight of the 37 respondents rated the staff’s communication skills three or higher, 13 
rated staff’s communication skills excellent, and seven rated it as poor.  The average rating for 
this item was 3.6. 
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Overall Service 
Thirty of the 37 respondents rated the SPP RE’s staff’s overall service three or higher, nine 
rated the overall service as excellent, and five rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item 
was 3.6. 
 


 
 


Additional Comments 
Five of the responding entities also provided additional comments.  The unedited comments 
submitted by those entities are presented below. 
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SPP RE Staff’s Performance 
Respondents were asked to rate the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in the following areas on a 
scale of one to five, with one being poor and five being excellent: 
 


• Providing Notice of Compliance Audits 
• Providing Notice of Spot Checks 
• Giving Timely Feedback to Entities 
• Processing Violations in a Timely Manner 
• Using Electronic Tools and Forms 
• Providing Clear Options to Entities  
• Conducting Compliance Inquiries and Investigations 
• Providing a Website that is Useful to Stakeholders 
• Providing Timely and Useful Newsletters and Other Communications 
• Providing Reasonable Opportunity for Stakeholder to Give Input on RE Budget 
• Remaining Independent from Owners, Operators, and Users of BPS 


Providing Notice of Compliance Audits 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in providing notice of compliance audits, including 
information that will be required during the audit process: 28 of the 30 respondents rated three 
or higher, 11 rated the performance as excellent, and none rated it as poor.  The average rating 
for this item was 4.0. 
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Providing Notice of Spot Checks 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in providing notice of spot checks, including 
information that will be required during the spot check process: 26 of the 28 respondents rated 
three or higher, five rated the performance as excellent, and none rated it as poor.  The average 
rating for this item was 3.7. 
 


 
 


Giving Timely Feedback to Entities 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in giving timely feedback to responsible entities, 
including prompt identification of possible violations of reliability standards: 25 of the 29 
respondents rated three or higher, seven rated performance as excellent, and two rated it as 
poor.  The average rating for this item was 3.5. 
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Processing Violations in a Timely Manner 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in processing violations to a final state in a timely 
manner: 17 of the 21 respondents rated three or higher, two rated the performance as excellent, 
and one rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item was 3.1. 
 


 
 


Using Electronic Tools and Forms 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in using electronic tools and forms that provide for 
clear, effective, and efficient submittal and handling of compliance information: 21 of the 31 
respondents rated three or higher, five rated performance as excellent, and five rated it as poor.  
The average rating for this item was 3.0. 
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Providing Clear Options to Entities  
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in providing clear options to entities to dispute 
alleged violations, proposed penalties and sanctions, and proposed components of mitigation 
plans: 18 of the 20 respondents rated three or higher, two rated performance as excellent, and 
two rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item was 3.3. 
 


 
 


Conducting Compliance Inquiries and Investigations 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in conducting compliance inquiries and 
investigations in a professional, thorough, and efficient manner: 23 of the 26 respondents rated 
three or higher, three rated the performance as excellent, and none rated it as poor.  The 
average rating for this item was 3.6. 
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Providing a Website that is Useful to Stakeholders 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in providing a website that is useful in meeting 
stakeholder needs: 24 of the 35 respondents rated three or higher, four rated performance as 
excellent, and four rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item was 3.0. 
 


 
 
 


Providing Timely and Useful Newsletters and Other Communications 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in providing timely and useful newsletters and 
other stakeholder communications about RE activities: 25 of the 34 respondents rated three or 
higher, four rated the performance as excellent, and three rated it as poor.  The average rating 
for this item was 3.1. 
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Providing Reasonable Opportunity for Stakeholder to Give Input on RE Budget 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in providing a reasonable opportunity for 
stakeholders to give input in the annual SPP RE budgeting process:  23 of the 24 respondents 
rated three or higher, three rated the performance as excellent, and none rated it as poor.  The 
average rating for this item was 3.6. 
 


 
 


Remaining Independent from Owners, Operators, and Users of BPS 
Regarding the SPP RE’s Staff’s performance in remaining independent from owners, operators, 
and users of the bulk power system: 29 of the 30 respondents rated three or higher, 10 rated 
the performance as excellent, and one rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item was 
4.0. 
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Additional Comments 
Four of the responding entities also provided additional comments.  The unedited comments 
submitted by those entities are presented below. 
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SPP RE’s Compliance Workshops 
Respondents were asked to rate the following areas of the SPP RE’s compliance workshops on 
a scale of one to five, with one being poor and five being excellent: 
 


• Schedules and Logistics 
• Facilities 
• Material 


Schedules and Logistics 
Regarding the manner in which the SPP RE communicated schedules and logistics: 28 of the 
32 respondents rated three or higher, 14 rated it as excellent, and one rated it as poor.  The 
average rating for this item was 3.9. 
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Facilities 
Regarding facilities that meet the needs of the compliance workshop attendees: 27 of the 28 
respondents rated three or higher, 13 rated it as excellent and one rated it as poor.  The 
average rating for this item was 4.1. 
 


 


Material 
Twenty-eight of the 30 respondents rated preparation of compliance workshop material three or 
higher, 10 rated it as excellent, and one rated it as poor.  The average rating for this item was 
3.8. 
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Characteristics of SPP RE with which the Entities Are Satisfied or 
Dissatisfied 
Respondents were asked to list any characteristics of the SPP RE with which they are satisfied 
or dissatisfied.  Twelve respondents made listed characteristics with which they were satisfied 
and 16 respondents listed characteristics with which they were dissatisfied.  The unedited 
comments are presented below. 
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General Comments 
In addition to specific questions noted above, respondents were asked to share any remaining 
thought they had about the SPP RE.  The unedited comments made by six of the responding 
entities are presented below. 
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YEAR TO YEAR COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESULTS 
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
 


REGIONAL ENTITY TRUSTEE MEETING 
Kansas City Marriott Downtown – Kansas City, Missouri 


 
October 25, 2010 


 
•  M I N U T E S  •  


 
SPP RE Trustee Chairman, John Meyer, called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. The following 
Trustees were also in attendance:  Gerry Burrows, Dave Christiano.  Special Guest David 
Goulding (North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Board of Trustees Member) 
was also in attendance.  Others attending the meeting were:  Stacy Dochoda (SPP RE General 
Manager); Alice Wright (SPP RE); Ron Ciesiel (SPP RE); Joe Gertsch (SPP RE); Sheila Scott 
(SPP RE); Bary Warren (The Empire District Electric Company); Bo Jones (Westar Energy); 
Brett Kruse (Calpine Energy Services, Inc.); David Kelley (Southwest Power Pool); David 
Hodges (Southwest Power Pool); Jennifer Flandermeyer (Kansas City Power & Light); Earl 
Watkins (Sunflower Electric Power Company); Michael DeLoach (American Electric Power 
Company); Michael Desselle (Southwest Power Pool); Michael Gammon (Kansas City Power & 
Light); Noman Williams (Sunflower Electric Power Company); Robert McClanahan (Arkansas 
Electric Cooperative Corporation): Raj Rana (American Electric Power).  Attending by 
teleconference was:  John Allen (City Utilities of Springfield, MO). 


Agenda Item 1 – Antitrust Guidelines 
Alice Wright presented the Antitrust Guidelines for meeting participants to review.  


Agenda Item 2 –Administrative Items  
Minutes from the July 26, 2010 Trustee Meeting were presented for approval.  One correction 
was noted, the “s” at the end of Mr. Fred Meyer’s name was removed. 
 
Gerry Burrows moved to approve the Corrected Minutes as presented and Dave Christiano 
seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously.  (Attachment 1) 


Agenda Item 3 – Review of Past Action Items  
Alice Wright reported on the status of past action items.  All items have either been completed or 
are ongoing.  (Attachment 2) 


Agenda Item 4 – Planning Committee Report  
Noman Williams presented the NERC Planning Committee Report (Attachment 3), which 
included among other things, the proposed action regarding High Impact Low Frequency (HILF) 
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Event Risks.  Mr. Williams highlighted the Planning Committee’s concerns regarding the lack of 
clarity of the HILF project and its potential cost.  Many of the meeting attendees echoed the 
Planning Committee’s concerns.  


Agenda Item 5 – Critical Infrastructure Protection Committee Report  
Robert McClanahan presented the NERC Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) Committee 
Report (Attachment 4), which included among other things, an update on the Electric Sub-
Sector Coordinating Council (ESCC), changes in the NERC CIP Program, and recent CIP-
related NERC Alert Advisories.  Regarding the changes in the NERC CIP Program, Mr. 
McClanahan reported that NERC’s new Chief Security Officer, Mark Weatherford, indicated he 
will stress “reliability through security.”  Mr. McClanahan also reported that Mr. Weatherford 
would consider suggestions to separate CIP compliance from rest of CIP Program to encourage 
open dialogue with industry.   


Agenda Item 6 – Reliability Assessment Report  
David Kelley presented an overview of the 2010 NERC Long-Term Reliability Assessment 
Report, which was released on October 20.  The NERC report concluded that the electric 
industry has prepared adequate plans for the ten-year period 2010-2019 to provide reliable 
service across North America.  (Attachment 5) 


Agenda Item 7 – Under Frequency Load Shedding Regional Standard Update  
David Kelley presented an update on the status of the Under Frequency Load Shedding (UFLS) 
Regional Standard (Attachment 6).  Mr. Kelley reported that the regional standard is scheduled 
to be posted for balloting in December.  Mr. Noman Williams requested that Mr. Kelley review 
the proposed standard with the Markets and Operations Policy Committee (MOPC) during its 
December 2010 meeting.   


Agenda Item 8 – General Manager’s Report  
Stacy Dochoda reported on 11 issues outlined in her General Manager’s Report (Attachment 7).  
Ms. Dochoda highlighted the following items: 
 


1. Mitigation Plan Submittal- As of September, 2010, there were 148 violations without 
mitigation plans submitted in the SPP RE region.  The SPP RE strongly encourages 
entities to submit mitigation plans as soon as possible.     
   


2. Revised Regional Delegation Agreements- The revised agreements were approved by 
the NERC Board of Trustees in May, filed with FERC in June, and were recently 
approved by FERC at its open agenda meeting on October 21.   
  


3. Registered Entity Survey- The 2010 survey results show a downward trend in the 
entities’ reported satisfaction with the RE’s processes and customer service.  The 
trend is not overly surprising given the significant upward trend in the number of 
violations.  The RE plans to perform a follow-up survey to try to identify the cause of 
the declines in specific areas.  Many of the meeting attendees offered suggestions on 
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how to improve the RE’s processes and services and offered explanations for the 
significant increase in the number of violations.  Suggestions on how to improve the 
RE’s process and services included: training for RE auditors in auditing practices and 
audit techniques; training entities in how to “prove” and/or “demonstrate” 
compliance; providing more timely feedback regarding lessons learned, both good 
and bad examples; increasing the frequency of the RE newsletters; and allowing the 
RE staff members to participate in a SPP Compliance Reliability Working Group, the 
formation of which was discussed at the October MOPC meeting.  Explanations for 
the significant increase in the number of violations included: the entities’ failure to 
pay attention during the standard development process; the lack of a readiness 
program to assist with the rollout of the CIP standards; and an emphasis by the 
entities in performing internal assessments, which in turn has lead to an increase in 
the number of self reports.  


Agenda Item 9– Financial Report- YTD September 2010 Statement of Activities  
Alice Wright reported on the Year-to-Date financials for the SPP RE (Attachment 8).  The RE 
is currently under-spending its budget by approximately $1.3 million.  The 2010 full-year 
projection reflects an under-spend of approximately $1.1 million.    The cost under-spend is 
driven by lower than expected personnel and consulting costs.     


Agenda Item 10 – Enforcement Report 
Joe Gertsch presented the Enforcement Report. (Attachment 9)  


Agenda Item 10 – Requested Trustee Action- Staffing 
Joe Gertsch presented information regarding the 2010 SPP RE Enforcement Staffing and 2011 
Violation Projections (Attachment 10a).     The violation backlog is projected to exceed 300 
violations by   December 31, 2011.  In light of the significant increase in active violations 
discovered by and/or reported to the SPP RE between July and September 2010 and the 
projected backlog as shown in Mr. Gertsch’s Enforcement Staffing presentation, Ms. Dochoda 
requested approval to advance hiring of the budgeted June 2011 Enforcement Attorney position 
to January 2011 and approval to employ up to an additional 1.25 FTEs as part-time temporary 
Law Clerks in 2011 as an unbudgeted expense.   (Attachment 10b) 
 
John Meyer moved to approve Ms. Dochoda’s requests: 1) to advance hiring of the budgeted 
June 2011 Enforcement Attorney position to January 2011 and 2) to employ up to an additional 
1.25 FTEs as part-time temporary Law Clerks in 2011 as an unbudgeted expense and Gerry 
Burrows seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously.   


Agenda Item 12– Compliance Report 
Ron Ciesiel made the Compliance Report, which included standard reviews of EOP-002-2.1 
Capacity and Energy Emergencies and PRC-001-1 System Protection Coordination and 
discussed the currently outstanding NERC Alerts.  (Attachment 11) 
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Agenda Item 13– 2011 Metrics Discussion 
Stacy Dochoda presented for discussion the SPP RE’s Draft 2011 Performance Goals, which 
included six metrics. (Attachment 12)  The Proposed 2011 Performance Goals will be presented 
to the Trustees for approval during the January 2011 meeting.  Mr. Raj Rana suggested that the 
goals be modified to include a metric for Outreach Communication, e.g., six webinars/workshops 
per year.   


Agenda Item 13 – New Action Items  
Alice Wright identified the following new action items: 


 
1. Stacy Dochoda, along with her staff, will further explore ways to improve the SPP RE 


processes and services.   
   


2. Ron Ciesiel will explore other venues (in addition to RE workshops, SPP working 
group meetings, and trustee meetings) to communicate to registered entities the 
expectations regarding EOP-002-2.1 Capacity and Energy Emergencies.  


 
3. The RE will notify the registered entities of NERC’s initiation of “field-testing” of its 


enhanced Event Analysis Program.  The field-testing and/or trail period, which began 
on October 25, 2010, is expected to continue through at least the end of the year and 
possibly into 2011.   


 
4. Ron Ciesiel will assess the data retention requirements for processing Technical 


Feasibility Exception (TFE) requests, specifically whether the data should be retained 
at the entity’s location or at the RE offices.   


 
Agenda Item 14 – Future Meetings 


January 24 (Monday) SPP RE Trustee Meeting- New Orleans, LA 
 


 
With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:40 p.m. to Executive Session where the 
Trustees discussed confidential Compliance and Enforcement issues. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Alice D. Wright 
RE Trustee Secretary 
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***Draft*** 
2011 Performance Goals 


 
 
1.  Post Non-Public Audit Report for 2011 Audits to NERC 
 
Number of Days to 
Post Audit Report 


105 85 75 


Compensation 
Payout 


50% 100% 120% 


 
Weight: 25% 
 
2.  Issue Spot Check Reports 
 
Number of Days to 
Issue Spot Check 


110 90 75 


Compensation Payout 50% 100% 120% 
 
Weight: 20% 
 
 
 
3. NOCV/Settlement/Omnibus/Dismissals   


 
Send 130 of the oldest violations to NERC.   


 
Violations1 to NERC ∑ i * W (i =1to 80) ∑ i * W (i =1 to 130) ∑ i * W (i=1 to 160) 
Compensation Payout 50% 100% 150% 
 
Weight:  25% 
 
W is a weighted value assigned the individual violations on the basis of their age at the end of 
2010.  By assigning the older violations a higher value, greater emphasis can be given to the 
older violations, in effect providing incentive to complete the older violations first.   
 
4. Violation Completion 


 
Complete 100 uncontested violations in 2011.  A violation is complete when either: 


 
(a) the NOCV is approved by the BOTCC, or 


                                                 
1 Violations are weighted, giving the oldest violations on 12/31/10 the greatest weight. 







 
(b) the Settlement agreement is approved by the BOTCC, or 
(c) the Deficiency filing is approved by the BOTCC, or 
(d) the dismissal is posted in the NERC workbook or if applicable has been approved by 


NERC. 
 


BOTCC Approved 
Violations 


60 100 130 


Compensation Payout 50% 100% 150% 
 
Objective weight: 12% 
 
 
5. Mitigation Plan Completion Review 


 
The Enforcement staff goal is to complete the review of a Registered Entity’s completion of 
a mitigation plan in less than 30 days.2     


 
Average time to 
Completion - Days 


40 30 20 


Compensation Payout 50% 100% 150% 
 
Objective weight: 12% 
 
6.  Preliminary Notice 
 
Notify NERC of violation within 5 business days of discovery of violation by SPP RE. 


 
 
Average time to 
notify NERC 


15 5 1 


Compensation Payout 50% 100% 150% 
 
Objective weight: 6% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                 
2 Measurement of the goal is based on the average time to complete a mitigation plan completion review for all 
mitigation plan certifications received in 2011.   
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Enforcement Update
October 25, 2010


By: Joe Gertsch
Southwest Power Pool Regional Entity
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Questions?
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SPP Regional Entity Trustees Meeting


October 25, 2010


Compliance Group Report


Ron Ciesiel
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Enforceable Violations Reported as of    
September 30, 2010


• Post June 18, 2007


• 417 total [Increase of 6 since August 31• 417 total [Increase of  6 since August 31, 
2010]


1. 107 – Self Report [+3]1. 107 Self Report [ 3]


2. 211 – Compliance Audit/Spot Check [+3]


3 97 – Self Certification [+0]3. 97 Self Certification [+0]


4. 2 – Periodic Data Submittal [+0]


5 0 – Investigation [+0]


SPP.org 2


5. 0 – Investigation [+0]







Violation Statistics


Vi l i h b d i 43• Violations have been assessed against 43 
registered entities [out of 126 registered 
entities]entities]


• Next slide represents ~ 90% of reported 
violations over the rolling 12 month timeviolations over the rolling 12 month time 
period
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MOST VIOLATED STANDARDSMOST VIOLATED STANDARDS
[BASED ON ROLLING 12 MONTHS THRU September 30, 2010]


Standard Description             #      NERC Top 20 Risk Factor


CIP-007* Systems Security Management 42 [+2] 1 Medium/LowerCIP-007      Systems Security Management                           42 [+2]            1              Medium/Lower


CIP-004 *     Personnel & Training                                           34 [+0]              2                       Lower


CIP-003*     Security Management Controls                           25 [-1]              4              Lower/Medium


C * SPRC-005 *   Protection System Maintenance 21 [+0] 3 High


CIP-009*     Recovery Plans for Critical Assets 19 [+0]                   9              Medium/Lower


CIP-002*     Critical Cyber Asset Identification                       17 [+1]             7                 High/Lower


FAC-001*    Facilities Connection Requirements                   15  [+0]                16                    Medium


CIP-005 *    Electronic Security Perimeters                            14  [+0]         5              Medium/Lower


TOP-002 *   Normal Operations Planning                               12 [+0]                  13                    Medium


CIP-008 *    Incident Reporting/response Planning               10  [+0]                 18               Higher/Medium


CIP-006*    Physical Security of Critical Assets                       9  [-1]            6               Medium/Lower


FAC-009* Establish and Communicate Facility Ratings 9 [+1] 17 Medium
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FAC 009    Establish and Communicate Facility Ratings       9 [ 1]                  17 Medium


FAC-008*   Facility Ratings Methodology 8 [+0]                 11 Medium







SPP RE Performance MetricsSPP RE Performance Metrics
[as of September 30, 2010]


• Audit Reportsp


• 23 [+1 since August 31, 2010] Reports issued in 2010


1 Average time to publication - 69 [+0] days1. Average time to publication - 69 [+0] days


2. 2010 Performance Metric  - 90 days


• Spot Check Reports• Spot Check Reports


• 35 [+0 since August 31, 2010] issued in 2010


1 A ti t bli ti ll 110 [+0] d1. Average time to publication overall – 110 [+0] days


2. Average time to publication w/o BAL-003 – 90 days


3 2010 Performance metric - 90 days


SPP.org


3. 2010 Performance metric - 90 days
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U i  A ti iti   Upcoming Activities  


• On-Site Activities


• Audits


• SPS – Week of November 8th
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Upcoming Activities [cont ]Upcoming Activities [cont.]
Critical Infrastructure Protection Related
• Required On-Site Spot Checks


1. Mandatory Program Completed for 2010


• Technical Feasibility Exception [TFE] Reviews


• 205 TFE Accepted by SPP RE [Step 1]


• As of 9-30-10


• 23 TFE Approved 


• 12 Not Approved [Entity has one more chance to cure 
defect]


• 180 Under Review


Field Visits Scheduled for remaining entities


• Expected to provide disposition on all 205 by the established 1 


SPP.org


p p p y
year deadline [generally 1-31-2011]
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Upcoming Activities [cont.]Upcoming Activities [cont.]
Off-Site Activities


• Audits


• All Scheduled Off-Site Audit Activity is Completed for 
20102010


• Webinars


• 2011 Implementation Plan Rollout


1. December 2


2. December 6


3. December 8
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STANDARDS REVIEW
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EOP 002 2 1EOP-002-2.1
Capacity and Energy Emergencies


Capacity EmergencyCapacity Emergency


• A capacity emergency exists when a Balancing Authority 
Area’s operating capacity, plus firm purchases from other p g p y p p
systems, to the extent available or limited by transfer 
capability, is inadequate to meet its demand plus its 
regulating requirements. g g q


Energy Emergency


• A condition when a Load Serving Entity has exhausted all• A condition when a Load-Serving Entity has exhausted all 
other options and can no longer provide its customers’ 
expected energy requirements. 
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EOP 002 2 1EOP-002-2.1
Capacity and Energy Emergencies


• Applicable to


• Reliability Coordinators


• Balancing Authorities


• Load Serving Entitiesg


• Applies to ‘potential’ or ‘real-time’ situations
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EOP 002 2 1EOP-002-2.1
Capacity and Energy Emergencies


• Reliability Coordinators can issue Energy 
Emergency Alerts:


• Based on its own analysis; or at the request of


• Balancing Authorities, or


• Load Serving Entities


• Energy Emergency Alerts are numbered in gy g y
ascending order:


• 1, 2, and 3
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EOP 002 2 1EOP-002-2.1
Capacity and Energy Emergencies


• Summer of 2010


• Several entities issued ‘Public Appeals’; ‘Advisory’, pp y
‘Alerts’ in anticipation of peak load capacity 
problems expected later in the day


• Several entities joined together to issue an appeal• Several entities joined together to issue an appeal 
concerning their ability to serve load in a defined 
area which included unrelated BAs and LSEs


1. Acadiana Load Pocket
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EOP 002 2 1EOP-002-2.1
Capacity and Energy Emergencies


• Issuance of a ‘public appeal’ is an indication 
that an entity is anticipating that it may not 
be able to meet its capacity obligations orbe able to meet its capacity obligations or 
its energy obligations regardless of whether 
a ‘real-time’ emergency eventually occurs or g y y
not.


• An Energy Emergency Alert is indicated in gy g y
this situation 
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EOP 002 2 1EOP-002-2.1
Capacity and Energy Emergencies


• The SPP RE and the SPP RTO have agreed:


• EEAs can be issued for limited geographic areas g g p


1. Without triggering all attributes of EOP-002 for other areas 
of its service area


• EEAs do not have to be issued for local situations that 
have no other service options other than transmission 
service or cannot be altered by other actions


1. i.e. possible overload of transformers serving local load 


2. i.e. possible overload of local transmission lines serving 
local load


SPP.org


local load
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PRC 001 1PRC-001-1
System Protection Coordination


• Applicable to:


• Balancing Authoritiesg


• Generator Operators


• Transmission Operatorsp


• Review of Requirement 2
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PRC 001 1PRC-001-1
System Protection Coordination


• Requirement 2Requirement 2


• Each Generator Operator and Transmission Operator shall notify 
reliability entities of relay or equipment failures as follows:


• R2.1. If a protective relay or equipment failure reduces system 
reliability, the Generator Operator shall notify its Transmission 
Operator and Host Balancing Authority. The Generator Operator shall p g y p
take corrective action as soon as possible.


• R2.2. If a protective relay or equipment failure reduces system 
reliability, the Transmission Operator shall notify its Reliability y, p y y
Coordinator and affected Transmission Operators and Balancing 
Authorities. The Transmission Operator shall take corrective action as 
soon as possible.
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PRC 001 1PRC-001-1
System Protection Coordination


• Protective relay or equipment failure reduces systemProtective relay or equipment failure reduces system 
reliability [examples]


• Communications Failure between breakers


• Battery failure


• DC circuit failure


• Notification to superior or affected reliability entities


• Multiple techniques [phone OPS1 other postings]• Multiple techniques [phone, OPS1, other postings]


• Take corrective actions as soon as possible


C lli i t i t id d ‘ ti


SPP.org


• Calling maintenance crew is not considered ‘corrective 
actions’ for this requirement
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PRC-001-1
System Protection Coordination


• Take corrective actions as soon as possible [continued]


• For GOP expectation is possible de-rating or removal


• For TOP expectation is possible removal of line/facility from 
service


1. If protective relaying is disabled due to failure, the line/facility 
becomes a liability not an assety


• Operators at GOP,TOP,BA and RC need to become  
protective system literate in order to make reasonable 
decisions


• Requirement 1 indicates that the BA, TOP, GOP must be familiar with 
protective systems; decision making for R2 indicates that this


SPP.org


protective systems; decision making for R2 indicates that this 
familiarity should be expanded to the operators on duty 
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PRC-001-1
System Protection Coordination


• SPP RE Expectations


• SPP RE will take a representative sample of reported mis-
operations


1. Look at cause of mis-operation


2. Gather other information about condition of protective system at time of 
mis-operation


3. Determine if protective system was disabled at time of mis-operation


4. Look for evidence of notification to other reliability entities


5 L k f id f ‘ ti ti ’ t k b GOP TOP5. Look for evidence of ‘corrective actions’ taken by GOP or TOP


• Other Recommendations


SPP.org


• Increase training and exposure for on-duty operators to 
protective systems
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Other Issues
• Reminder:  System Operating Limit [SOL] violations 


must be noticed to the SPP RC with a proposed plan tomust be noticed to the SPP RC with a proposed plan to 
eliminate violations, if ultimately required.


SPP C it i [12 3] id tifi SOL th t• SPP Criteria [12.3] identifies an SOL that:


• Exceeds 120% of Rating, or


• Three busses below 90% of nominal voltages, as a 


Potential Interconnected Reliability Operating Limit [IROL]


• Must be confirmed with additional contingency study


• Real-time or Confirmed IROL must be cleared in 30


SPP.org


Real-time or Confirmed IROL must be cleared in 30 
minutes
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Other IssuesOther Issues


• NERC Alerts Currently Outstanding [Data as of 10-15-10]


• Malware Targeting SCADA Due 10-15-10• Malware Targeting SCADA   Due 10-15-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 38 of 124


• BA Frequency Response Due  10-29-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 2 of 16S espo se ate o 6


• Generator Governor Settings Due   12-9-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 0 of 57


• Aurora Mitigation Due 12-13-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 1 of 93


• Actual Field Conditions in Determination


of Facility Ratings Due   12-15-10


SPP RE Response Rate: 0 of 71


NERC Webinar October 28, 2010  Noon – 2pm
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QuestionsQuestions
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2010 Long-Term Reliability Assessment







2


Progress on 2009 Key Findings
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Highlights


The economic recession and continued advancement of 
demand-side management leads to decreased demand 
projections and higher overall reserve margins.


A continued change in the generation fuel mix is 
expected during the next ten years which includes 
significant increases in new gas-fired, wind, solar, and 
nuclear generation.


Vital bulk power transmission development begins to 
take shape.


Cross-industry communication and coordination is key to 
successful planning and operations.
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Highlight


Higher Reserve Margins
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Highlight


Higher Reserve Margins
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Highlight


Higher Reserve Margins


United States


2010 peak demand down 
4.1% from last year’s 
projections; 7.8 % from 
2008 projections


Lower growth rate when 
compared to 2008 and 
2009


Canada


2010 peak demand down 
0.7% from last year’s 
projections; 1.0 % from 
2008 projections


Higher growth rate when 
compared to 2008 and 
2009







Highlight


Change in Fuel-Mix


Fuel 2010 2019 Projected


Coal 31% 26%


Gas 29% 30%


Nuclear 11% 12%


Hydro 13% 9%


Renewables 1% 5%


Dual Fuel 11% 13%


Other 4% 5%


Total 100% 100%


Very little coal projected to come online (less than 4 GW)


10 GW of new nuclear capacity projected by 2019


34 GW of new gas-fired generation Planned; 13 GW Conceptual


20 GW of new wind capacity expected on-peak (42 GW nameplate)


13 GW of new solar capacity (California)
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• 24,000 miles of Planned 
Transmission


• An additional 12,000 miles of 
Conceptual Transmission


• 50% transmission projected 
to maintain reliability; 27% for 
renewable/variable 
generation


Highlight
Vital Transmission Development
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Transmission Line Additions > 100kV - Circuit Miles 
by Transmission Status


Under Construction
Under Construction + Planned
Under Construction + Planned + Conceptual


The lines in this Figure represent a cumulative value for each year.
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(In Whole Dollars)


2010 
SEPTEMBER 
YTD ACTUAL


2010 
SEPTEMBER 
YTD BUDGET VARIANCE


2010 FULL YEAR 
PROJECTION


2010 FULL 
YEAR 


BUDGET VARIANCE
Funding


ERO Funding 5,066,891            5,066,891         -                 6,755,854                   6,755,854      -                 
Testing Fees -                 -                 
Workshops -                 -                 
Interest -                 -                 
Miscellaneous -                 -                 


Total Funding 5,066,891            5,066,891         -                 6,755,854                   6,755,854      -                 


Expenses
Personnel Expenses


Salaries 1,748,581            2,146,217         (397,636)        2,366,595                   2,861,623      (495,028)        
Payroll Taxes 116,490               146,025            (29,535)          147,042                      194,700         (47,658)          
Benefits 111,588               182,981            (71,393)          144,367                      243,975         (99,608)          
Retirement Costs 76,797                 84,544              (7,746)            100,465                      112,725         (12,260)          


Total Personnel Expenses 2,053,456            2,559,767         (506,311)        2,758,469                   3,413,023      (654,554)        


Meeting Expenses
Meetings 28,999                 18,750              10,249           43,999                        25,000           18,999           
Travel 197,831               238,500            (40,669)          348,000                      318,000         30,000           
Conference Calls -                       -                   -                 -                              -                 -                 


Total Meeting Expenses 226,830               257,250            (30,420)          391,999                      343,000         48,999           


Operating Expenses
Contracts & Consultants 430,232               881,250            (451,018)        670,232                      1,175,000      (504,768)        
Office Rent -                       -                   -                 -                              -                 -                 
Office Costs 18                        -                   18                  -                              -                 -                 
Administrative Costs 4,910                   -                   4,910             -                              -                 -                 


SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES


2010 SEPTEMBER YTD DRAFT (UNAUDITED)


Professional Services 131,061               330,000            (198,940)        143,000                      290,000         (147,000)        
RE Trustee Fees -                       -                   -                 -                              -                 -                 
Computer Purchase & Maint. 230                      -                   230                -                              -                 -                 


ServDepreciation -                       -                   -                 -                              -                 -                 
FurnMiscellaneous/ Cotingency -                       -                   -                 -                              -                 -                 
Total Operating Expenses 566,451               1,211,250         (644,799)        813,232                      1,465,000      (651,768)        


Total Direct Costs 2,846,737            4,028,267         (1,181,530)     3,963,700                   5,221,023      (1,257,323)     


Total Indirect Costs 2,035,424            2,188,320         (152,896)        3,053,019                   2,917,760      135,259         


Total Costs 4,882,162            6,216,587         (1,334,426)     7,016,719                   8,138,783      (1,122,064)     








2010 Regional Entity Stakeholder Survey
October 25, 2010


Stacy Dochoda
SPP RE General Manager
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Regional Entity 2010 Survey


• Majority of Responding Entities were IOUs and Municipals


• Majority of Respondents worked in Compliance or 
Operations


• The majority of the respondents interact with SPP RE only a 
few times per year


2


26%


32%


16%


10%


16%
Investor-Owned


Municipal


Cooperative


Governmental Agency


Other
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Regional Entity 2010 Survey
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CMEP Standards Development Training


Satisfaction with SPP RE Services
(Mean Scores)
2010 2009 2008


Rating Scale: 1 to 5, with 1= Poor and 5= Excellent
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Regional Entity 2010 Survey
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Rating Scale: 1 to 5, with 1= Poor and 5= Excellent
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Responsive to Needs Provide Accurate 
Information


Solve Problems in 
Timely Manner


Professionalism Communication Skills Overall Service


SPP RE Staff Customer Services
(Mean Scores)
2010 2009 2008
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Regional Entity 2010 Survey
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Rating Scale: 1 to 5, with 1= Poor and 5= Excellent
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Timely Feedback Process Violations Utilize Electronic 
Tools 


Usefulness of 
Website 


Newsletters & Other 
Communications


Opportunity for 
Stakeholders' Input 


on Budget


Independent of 
Owners, Operators, 
and Users of BPS


RE Processes and Services
2010 2009
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SPP Regional Entity
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2010- Sept 30th 2009 2008


Number of Violations
(Year Reported to and/or Discovered by SPP RE)


Total CIP


• Total NOPs filed with FERC- 11
• Total Number of Violations Included in those NOPs- 41
• Total Amount of Fines- $206,500
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FRCC MRO NPCC RFC SERC SPP TRE WECC 8-Region 
Avg 


8-Region 
Avg 


Excluding 
WECC


2008 121 76 61 110 252 62 68 1635 298 107
2009 309 138 106 233 439 194 82 2206 463 214
2010 403 213 212 634 637 417 107 2566 649 375
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Regional Entity 2010 Survey
Summary
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• Modest Downward Trend in Satisfaction Ratings
• Planned Actions to Address Survey Results


• Response to 2009 Survey Results
• Increased Resources to reduce backlog and improve timeliness of 


responses
• Increased communications


• Response to 2010 Survey Results
• Continue to improve website and other tools used to communicate 


with entities
• RE Senior Management will observe several audits/spot checks, 


both CIP and 693
• RE CIP Staff members will participate in another region’s CIP audit
• Increase number of Webinars and CIP Training Opportunities
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Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 
 


REGIONAL ENTITY TRUSTEE MEETING 
 


Embassy Suites Downtown/Old Market – Omaha, NE 
 


July 26, 2010 
 


•  C O R R E C T E D  M I N U T E S  •  
 
SPP RE Trustee Chairman, John Meyer, called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. The following 
Trustees were also in attendance:  Gerry Burrows, Dave Christiano.  Others attending the 
meeting were:  Alice Wright (SPP RE); Joe Gertsch (SPP RE); Sheila Scott (SPP RE); Bill 
Dowling (Midwest Energy); Bryan Kauffman (Xcel Energy); Doug Curry (Lincoln Electric 
System); Fred Meyer (The Empire District Electric Company); Harry Skilton (Southwest Power 
Pool- Board of Directors Vice Chairman); Michael Desselle (Southwest Power Pool); Mike Wise 
(Golden Spread Electric Cooperative); Noman Williams (Sunflower Electric Company); Raj 
Rana (American Electric Power).  Those attending by teleconference were:  Ron Ciesiel (SPP 
RE); Alison Hayes (SPP RE); Ashley Stringer (Southwest Power Pool); Bary Warren (The 
Empire District Electric Company); Bo Jones (Westar Energy); David Kelley (Southwest Power 
Pool); Jennifer Flandermeyer (Kansas City Power & Light); John Allen (City Utilities of 
Springfield, MO); Louis Guidry (Cleco Power LLC); and Tracey Stewart (Southwestern Power 
Administration). 


Revised Agenda Item 1 – Antitrust Guidelines 
Alice Wright presented the Antitrust Guidelines for meeting participants to review.  


Revised Agenda Item 2 –Administrative Items  
Corrected Minutes from the June 24, 2010 Trustee Meeting were presented for approval.   
 
Gerry Burrows moved to approve the Corrected Minutes as presented and Dave Christiano 
seconded.  The Motion passed unanimously. (Attachment 1) 


Revised Agenda Item 3 – Review of Past Action Items  
Alice Wright reported on the status of past action items.  Two of the nine items are pending: 1) 
Stacy Dochoda and staff will design a training program using industry volunteer presenters on 
reliability; and, 2) Stacy Dochoda will develop and implement a communication plan regarding 
the issue of TOP-002 R11 compliance monitoring.  (Attachment 2)  Mr. Fred Meyer (The 
Empire District Electric Company), along with representatives from other entities, requested that 
the RE to provide a more formal and/or official response regarding TOP-002a R11, including the 







RE Trustee Minutes 
July 26, 2010 
Page 2 
 
date the RE determined that TOPs’ reliance on studies performed by the SPP RC was insufficient 
evidence of compliance. 


Revised Agenda Item 4 – General Manager’s Report  
Alice Wright presented the General Manager’s Report.  The report, which was prepared by RE 
General Manager Stacy Dochoda, outlined seven issues. (Attachment 3)    Ms. Wright 
highlighted the following items: 
 


1. NERC Audit- SPP RE submitted its response to NERC’s Final Audit Report; The 
next step is for the audit report to be presented to NERC’s BOTCC; Once approved, 
NERC will post the Final Report on its website.   
 


2. FERC Audit- FERC is scheduled to visit SPP on August 17 to review our 
implementation of the FERC’s recommendations from the 2008 audit report. 


 
3. Nebraska Entities’ Registration- NERC submitted a letter to the SPP and MRO 


directing the two regions to submit a written evaluation of the Nebraska entities’ 
request to transfer from MRO to SPP RE. 


Revised Agenda Item 5 –Revised Delegation Agreement and SPP-SERC CMEP Agreement  
Alison Hayes reported on the July 12, 2010 FERC Order conditionally accepting the SPP-SERC 
Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement Program (CMEP) Agreement and related Revised 
SPP-NERC Delegation Agreement (RDA). (Attachment 4)   In its order, FERC directed NERC 
to file, within 90 days, amended CMEP and RDA agreements to:  
 


1. Reflect that SERC will receive any monies from penalties against SPP and that there 
will be no offset to SPP RE’s assessments from such penalty payments; and 


2. Remove the automatic renewal provisions, subject to FERC’s re-evaluation and re-
approval following the initial term, which is scheduled to end on December 31, 2012. 
  


Gerry Burrows made a Motion to approve the revisions to the SPP-SERC CMEP Agreement and 
SPP RE Revised Delegation Agreement as directed in FERC Order, issued July 12, 2010, and to 
authorize Stacy Dochoda to modify the agreements to reflect said revisions, with the review of 
SPP, Inc, Legal Department. 
 
John Meyer seconded the Motion. 
  
The Motion was unanimously approved. 


Revised Agenda Item 6– Financial Report Year-to-Date June 2010 
Alice Wright reported on the Year-to-Date financials for SPP RE.  The RE is currently under-
spending its budget by approximately $916,000.  (Attachment 5)  The 2011 budget reflects cost 
under-spend for the full-year 2010 of approximately $178,000.    The cost under-spend is driven 
by lower than expected personnel and consulting costs.     
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Revised Agenda Item 7 – 2010 SPP Long Term Reliability Assessment 
Mak Nagle reviewed the SPP 2010 NERC Long Term Reliability Assessment.  (Attachment 6)  
Mr. Nagle had previously presented a draft of the report at the June 24 Trustee meeting.  The 
changes that were made to the previously presented report were limited to “wordsmithing” and 
updates to the data tables located on pages six through nine of the report.   
 
Gerry Burrows made a Motion to accept the LTRA report. 
 
John Meyer seconded the Motion. 
 
The Motion was unanimously approved. 


Revised Agenda Item 8– Planning Committee Update 
Noman Williams reported on the issues discussed during the June 15-16 NERC Planning 
Committee meeting.  Mr. Williams reported that the more significant discussions during the 
meeting centered on Event Analysis and Investigation Process.  


Revised Agenda Item 9– Compliance Report 
Ron Ciesiel made the Compliance Report.  Mr. Ciesiel reported that the percentage of violations 
discovered by the SPP RE via self-reports were less than the national percentage, and he 
emphasized the importance of self-reporting.  Mr. Ciesiel also reviewed the applicability and 
main components and requirements of TOP-002-2a R11, VAR-001-1 R1, and PRC-005-1.  
(Attachment 7) 


Revised Agenda Item 10 – Enforcement Report 
Joe Gertsch made the Enforcement Report. (Attachment 8) Mr. Gertsch also discussed how self-
reporting could influence the SPP RE’s penalty determination. 


Revised Agenda Item 11 – New Action Items  


Alice Wright identified the following new action items: 
 


1. Stacy Dochoda will consider and determine the appropriate manner in which to 
respond to the request made by multiple entities that the RE prepare and provide a 
more formal and/or official document regarding TOP-002a R11. 
   


2. Ron Ciesiel will post a copy of the Event Analysis and Investigation Procedures to 
the SPP RE webpage. 


 
3. RE will add Event Analysis and Investigation Procedures as a topic to its Fall 2010 


workshop agenda if said procedures have been adequately developed prior to the 
scheduled workshop.   
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4. Ron Ciesiel will modify the Compliance Report to include data regarding: a) the 
number of SPP RE registered entities with post-June 18, 2007 reportable violations, 
and b) the trend of reportable violations. 


 
Revised Agenda Item 12 – Future Meetings 


a. October 25 (Monday) SPP RE Trustee Meeting – Kansas City, MO  
b. January 24 (Monday) SPP RE Trustee Meeting- TBD 
c. April 25 (Monday) SPP RE Trustee Meeting- Tulsa, OK 
 
 


With no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m. to Executive Session where 
the Trustees discussed confidential Compliance and Enforcement issues. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Alice D. Wright 
RE Trustee Secretary 
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